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In 1999, Guruswami and Sudan revolutionized the decoding of Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem(BCH) and Reed-Solomon codes as for the first time, decoding above
half the minimum distance of the code has been made possible in polynomial
times and at all code rates. Their algorithm involves a hard-decision list decoding
approach in the Hamming metric, for which the output of the decoder is no longer a
singleton but a set of codewords. This metric is the most commonly used measure
of the distance between codewords in the theory of error correcting codes. A well
known alternative distance measure is the Lee metric. The Guruswami-Sudan
(GS) algorithm was recently adapted by Ido Tal when the Lee distance measure is
used. However, various questions concerning this algorithm remained unanswered.
We have thus studied this algorithm and proposed an easy way of evaluating its
performance. We have also :
(i) Improved this algorithm for some applications (specifically, for large codes
and for Reed-Solomon codes over fields of characteristic 2),
(ii)Extended it to operate over a Galois ring through multistage decoding, an
approach we also apply to the Hamming metric GS decoder.
(iii)Compared the performances between Lee and Hamming metric decoders
under Phase Shift Keying(PSK) and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation(QAM)
modulations.
Further, some links between this algorithm and a soft-decision decoder proposed
by Koetter and Vardy have been identified leading to a new interpretation of our
Lee metric decoder, as a simplified soft-decision decoder.
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Channel Model, Lee distance and
definition of alternant codes
Introduction
The Lee distance is an alternative distance for error correcting codes introduced by
Lee in [1]. Many error correcting codes have thus been designed with this metric
(See for example [2], [3] and [4]). Since the discovery that the non-linear binary
Kerdock, Preparata and Goethals codes (See [5]), which are known to contain
more codewords than any other codes with the same minimal Hamming distance,
can be considered as the binary images of Lee metric linear codes over the inte-
ger residue ring Z4, the interest in the Lee distance has been growing. From the
same time, list decoding, originally introduced by [6], received renewed interest,
due to the discovery of a new list decoding algorithm by Guruswami and Sudan
(See [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]). This decoding algorithm enabled for the first
time Reed-Solomon codes to correct beyond half the minimal distance at any rate
and in polynomial time. Originally developed as a Hamming metric hard-decision
decoder, it has since been adapted to the Lee metric by Ido Tal ([4]). This disser-
tation builds on Ido Tal’s decoder. In Chapter 2, the algorithm is presented and
its error correcting capability is demonstrated. The algorithm is then improved to
decode Reed-Solomon codes over field of characteristic 2 (Chapter 3) and to decode
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codes over large alphabets (Chapter 6). It is difficult to make a fair performance
comparison between our improved version of Ido Tal’s decoder and other Lee met-
ric decoders in the literature, as Ido Tal’s algorithm and the improved versions we
propose are efficient for low rate codes whereas the other algorithms perform well
for high rates (See [2] and [3] and Chapter 5). We therefore choose to compare it
to the Hamming-metric based Guruswami-Sudan (GS) algorithm. This has almost
never been done before, as the characteristics of Lee metric codes (e.g.: minimal
Lee distance, number of Lee errors that can be corrected) are specific to the case
of the Lee metric. We study the performance of our Lee decoder on an Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with Phase Sifted Keying (PSK) modu-
lation. This is in line with the original definition of the Lee metric, which involved
PSK signalling (See [1]). Therefore, it seems natural to compare the performances
of Hamming and Lee metrics based decoding under PSK modulation. The word
(or bit) error probablity is one common criterion to evaluate the performance of a
code under Hamming metric based decoding with regard to a particular modula-
tion. For the first time, the computation of the word error probability in the case of
Lee metric based decoding is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is then devoted to
the performance comparison between the GS decoder and our lee metric decoder.
In addition, we study Ido Tal’s algorithm over a Galois ring: building on the work
of Armand, who has proved in [9] that most of the results in [7] can be extended
over a finite commutative ring, we first extend Ido Tal’s algorithm to the ring case
using a finite chain ring as in [13] and [14]. One advantage of decoding over a ring
is that it decreases the probability of picking up the wrong codeword from the list
generated by a list decoder as shown in [9]. We also show in Chapter 7 that by
using the presence of zero divisors in the ring as in [15], and the p-adic expansion
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of the elements of the ring as in [14], a Hamming and Lee metric a-stage decoding
algorithm for alternant codes over GR(pa,m) can be designed. In conclusion in
Chapter 9, we show that Ido Tal’s algorithm can be considered as a simplified soft
decoding algorithm by building on Koetter and Vardy’s work (See [16]).
Error correcting codes are one of the basic building blocks of a communication
system. Their purpose is to help to transmit reliably a signal over a channel. It
is interesting to study the performance of the Lee metric codes over a channel
especially because it gives a way to compare them to their Hamming counterparts
(See Chapters 4 and 5). Therefore, this first chapter contains a classical description
of a communication system. The concepts of Lee and Hamming distance, alternant
codes and list decoding are properly defined.
1.1 Model of the digital communication system
The purpose of a digital communication system is to transmit an information signal
through a noisy channel by minimizing the loss of information (See [17] and Fig.
1.1). An information sequence of length k over an alphabet of size q is passed to
a channel encoder of code rate k
n
, which converts it into a sequence of length n
over a second alphabet of size q′ called a codeword. Each symbol of this sequence
is mapped by a digital modulator into a waveform s(t) and transmitted through
the communication channel, which is the physical medium that is used to send the
signal from the transmitter to the receiver. The signal is corrupted in a random
manner. At the receiving end, the digital demodulator processes the channel-
corrupted transmitted waveform and reduces it to a sequence of n symbols. This
sequence is passed through the channel decoder, which attempts to reconstruct the
original information. A measure of how well the demodulator and decoder perform
6
Figure 1.1: Basic elements of a digital communication system.
is the frequency with which errors occur in the decoded sequence. We call the
symbol error probability Ps, the probability that there is a difference between the
symbol modulated by the transmitter and the symbol demodulated by the receiver.
Pw,n, the word error probability, is the probability that the sequence at the input of
the channel encoder is different from the one at the output of the channel decoder
of the receiver. In this thesis, we take as channel decoders Ido Tal’s ([4]) and
Guruswami-Sudan’s ([7]) algorithms, as modulators M -ary PSK (Chapter 5) and
M -ary QAM modulators (Chapter 9), with M denoting the number of points in
the constellation, and an additive white Gaussian noise of density No is added to
the signal to modelize the noise.
1.2 Presentation of the list decoding approach
Traditionally, a t-error correcting code receives a corrupted vector y of length n
and if the codeword is located at a distance d less than t of the received vector, it
recovers the sent codeword c from y. Instead of a singleton, Elias has suggested in
[6] that the algorithm provides a list of size less than l of possible codewords located
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at a distance less than t. Adopting this approach, the Gurusami-Sudan algorithm
(See [7]) can correct more than the classical bound of half the minimum distance
of the code. A step is added to the decoding process, which is to pick up the right
codewords in the list output: several methods exist, such as to choose the closest
one to the received vector with regards to a distance (Nearest Codeword Decoding)
or to choose the most probable codeword c by computing the probabilities of c sent
if y received (Maximum Likehood Decoding).
1.3 Definition of a Galois field
The definitions of a group, a ring and a field are given in the Appendix. Our algo-
rithms operate over fields, usually noted F , or rings, noted R, of finite dimensions,
which are Galois fields or rings, defined as follows. The simplest field of finite
dimension known is Zp when p is prime, where Zp stands for the ensemble of the
integer modulo p and F [X] for the polynomials over F . To construct a field of
dimension pm, we use an irreducible primitive polynomial P of degree m over Zp.
By irreducible, we mean that it can not be expressed as product of polynomials
over F [X], and primitive that P has a root α of order pm − 1. The finite field is
then obtained by considering F [X] modulo P (X), which can be proven to be a
finite field of cardinality pm. As all the finite fields of characteristic pm are identical
up to isomorphism, we can adopt an unique notation GF (pm) to design any field
of cardinality (i.e. the number of distinct elements) pm.
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1.4 Definition of a Galois ring
We build on the definition of the Galois field GF (pm). The Galois ring GR(pa,m)
is constructed such that an element of the ring modulo p is an element of the
residue field GF (pm). Therefore, a polynomial P irreducible both on the residue
field and on the ring is needed: it should be a monic (of leading coefficient equal to
the identity element of the ring) irreducible (primitive) polynomial P (X) over Zpa
with also P (X) modulo p irreducible (primitive) over Zp (P is said to be basic).
Then, the ensemble Zpa [X] modulo P (X), with P a basic irreducible primitive
polynomial over Zpa is a ring of cardinality p
a×m. As all the rings with a residual
field of cardinality pm and cardinality pa×m are identical up to isomorphism, we
adopt the notation GR(pa,m) for any of these rings. An unit of R is an element,
whose mapping over the residue field is not zero.
1.5 Representation of an element of a Galois ring
A polynomial representation of an element of R = GR(pa,m) is derived as follows.
Given ξ a primitive root of P (X) modulo p, each element y of R can be repre-






where yi ∈ [0, pa − 1] ([0, p− 1] stands for all the integers between 0 and p). This
representation leads to another representation of the elements as vectors over the
residue field.
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Definition of the p-adic Lee and Hamming weights wLee,p of an element
of the ring
A well known representation of an element of a Galois ring is its p-adic represen-
tation, given by the next lemma (also presented in [14]).
Lemma 1 Every element of R can be written as y =
a−1∑
i=0
y(i)pi with y(i) in the
residue field GF (pm) of R.




i with yi element





























Remark: Another proof is presented in [14]. The two proofs are equivalent if for x
an element of the field, we define the element pix, as the element of the ring which
belongs to piR/(pi+1R) and which is isomorphic to the element of the residue field
x. We recall that piR contains the elements of R which taken modulo pi are equal
to zero and that by piR/(pi+1R), we denote that we take these elements of the ring
modulo pi+1.
1.6 The Hamming distance
The definition of a distance is given in the Appendix. The Hamming metric is
defined independently of the representation of the elements: the Hamming distance
between two elements x, y is given by the number of coordinates by which the two
10
Figure 1.2: A Lee distance of 2
vectors differ. In what follows, we denote by xi the i
th coordinate of a vector x.




1.7 The Lee distance
Originally in [1], the Lee distance has been defined over Zp, which explains why
Sigel and Roth in [2] have focused their analysis on BCH codes over Zp. Following
this way, in [3], Byrnes has extended directly the definition over Zpn to study the
alternant codes over Zpn over a ring. Ido Tal in [4] was the first one to define the
Lee metric properly over a Galois field by introducing a bijection between Zq and
GF (q). Over the many possible extensions of the Lee distance over the ring, we
have chosen the most relevant to our ring algorithm which will be developed in
Chapter 7.
1.7.1 The Lee distance over Zq
The first definition of the Lee distance in [1] is based on a circular representation
of the signal (See fig.1.2)as in a PSK modulated signal. Given an element x of Zq,
we denote by x¯ the number of [0, q−1] with x = x¯ modulo q. The Lee weight wZqLee
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of x is then defined as the minimum between x¯ and q − x¯:
w
Zq
Lee(x) = min(x¯, q − x¯).
In all that follows, the distance between two elements x, y is always defined as the
weight of their differences: dLee(x, y) = wLee(x− y).
1.7.2 Over a Galois field F and a Galois ring R of cardi-
nality q
The definition over Zq is extended over a field F (respectively over a ring R) by
the mean of a bijection b between F (respectively R) and Zq: the Lee weight
of an element x in F (respectively in R) is hence defined as the Lee weight of
its image b(x), wbLee(x) = w
Zq
Lee(b(x)). This bijection is selected according to the
representation of the elements. Given F (respectively R) a Galois Field GF (q)
(respectively GR(pa,m)) with q = pm (respectively q = pam) and p prime, all





with yi element of [0, p−1] (respectively of [0, pa−1]) and ξ a primitive element of
the field GF (pm) (respectively of the ring). Therefore we define the absolute value




i. This defines a bijection from F (respectively
from R) to Zq. We adopt this bijection for our definition of the Lee distance. Thus,
the Lee weight and distance over a field (respectively a ring) are simply denoted
by wLee,F (respectively wLee,R) and dLee (respectively dLee,R) or even wLee and dLee
if it is clear in the context which distance is used. The Lee weight wLee of y is then
given by
wLee(y) = min(y¯, p
m − y¯).
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1.8 Hamming and Lee metric p-adic weights
With the representation of y in R derived from lemma 1, we define the Lee and
Hamming ith p-adic weight of y as:
wLee,p,i(y) = maxk∈[0,i](wLee,F (y(k)))
and
wHamming,p,i(y) = maxk∈[0,i](wHamming,F (y(k)))





We stress that mathematically speaking, wLee,p does not define a weight as it
does not satisfy the triangular property (for example, over the ring Z49, wLee,p(13) =
1, wLee,p(8) = 1 but wLee,p(21) = 3 > wLee,p(8) + wLee,p(13)).







As stated in [14], φi is a ring epimorphism:
For x, y in R, φi(x+ y) = φi(x)+R φi(y) and φi(x× y) = φi(xR)×R φi(y), with
+R and ×R the addition and multipication laws over the ring.
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1.9 The t-Lee weight
For the sake of simplicity, we sometimes use the t-Lee weight, which is simply
defined for an element y as wLee(y) if wLee(y) ≤ t and else zero. Mathematically
speaking, it does not define a proper distance but only a truncated one. It may
nevertheless be useful to evaluate the performances of our algorithm, when only
errors over the symbols of amplitude less than t are to be corrected.
1.10 Alternant codes defined over a field and a ring
We keep the same definition as in [7] and [9] (the definition of the units of a ring
and of the elements ξ are to be found in Chapter 7).
Let F be a field (and a ring R, respectively), ~v a vector with nonzero elements
over F (and units of R, respectively) and ~α a vector of distinct elements in F (and
such that for j 6= i, αi − αj is never a zero divisor of R, respectively). We then
define a Generalized Reed-Solomon (GRS) code as a mapping from F k to F n (and
from Rk to Rn, respectively):
GRSn,k(~α,~v) = {(v0f(α0), ..., vif(αi), ..., vn−1f(αn−1)), f∈Fk[X]}
and, respectively:
GRSn,k(~α,~v) = {(v0f(α0), ..., vif(αi), ..., vn−1f(αn−1)), f∈Rk[X]}.
Here, we write Fk[X] (and Rk[X], respectively) for the set of polynomials in F [X]
(and in R[X], respectively) of degree less than k, a vector space of dimension k
over F (and respectively, R).
If K is a subfield of F (and a subring of R, respectively), then the subfield (and
the subring, respectively) subcode GRSn,k(~α, ~αa
⋂
Kn is an alternant code.
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As sometimes codes are introduced with their parity check matrix or with
their generator matrix, we provide the canonical generator matrix of GRSn,k(~α,~v)
obtained as the image by the code of the polynomial basis (1, X, . . . , X i, . . . , Xk−1):
v0 v1 . . . vj . . . vn−1











1 . . . vjα
i













1 . . . vjα
k−1





The main parameters of these codes are given by the following theorem([17])
Theorem 1 Given GRSn,k(~α,~v) a [n,k,d] linear code, the alternant code GRSn,k(~α,~v)
⋂
Kn
is a [n, k′, d′] linear code, with k′ ≥ n− (n− k)m and d′ ≥ n− k + 1.
1.11 Cyclic GRS codes: BCH and RS codes
More specifically, we are going to deal more with some cyclic GRS subcodes. A
cyclic code is such that any cyclic shifted codeword of the code remains a codeword.
Under certain conditions, a GRS code could be made cyclic: for example, if α is
a primitive nth root of unity in the field F , (~αa)i = α
a×i for i in [0, n − 1], then,
GRSn,k(~α, α
a) is cyclic: it is indeed the classical RS code, and is said to be primitive
if n = |F | − 1, and narrow sense, if ~vi = 1. Its generator polynomial is given by∏t
j=1(X − αj+b), where t = n− k and the integer b is a fixed integer.




Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code of designed distance t + 1, with t =
n− k. Our simulations are done with BCH and RS codes.
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1.12 Codewords, messages and some other definitions
We fix here the terminologies. The information polynomial f of degree strictly less
than k is the message, which is encoded in a vector of length n over K, called the
codeword and noted cf . Conversely fc stands for the polynomial such that cf is
the encoding of fc. Sent through a channel, cf is corrupted and an error vector
e is added to it. The received vector y can therefore be written as y = cf + e.
The coordinates of y are the symbols when they are modulated. The list decoding
problem as introduced by Elias in [6] for GRS and alternant codes is as follows.
Given a vector y and the parameters of the code, F , K, ~v, ~α, and nerrors, find a
list of polynomials f of size less than l, such that d(cf , y) ≤ nerrors, where d is a
distance defined over F and nerrors is a parameter of the code. The decoding is
considered a success, if given a sent codeword cf and a received vector y = cf + e,
cf is included in the list output. Guruswami-Sudan’s algorithm and Ido Tal’s
algorithm solve this problem for the Hamming distance and the Lee distance.




Presentation of Guruswami-Sudan and
Ido Tal’s algorithms
Far from the usual computations of syndromes and error locator polynomials,
the Guruswami-Sudan (GS) algorithm in [7] is striking with its simplicity and
elegance. Guruswami and Sudan have reduced the decoding of a GRS code to an
interpolation problem: given n points (xi, yi), to find the polynomials f such that
f(xi) = yi in more than nHamming points, with nHamming < n. Imposing certain
conditions on a constructed bivariate polynomial Q(X,Y ), they make sure that if
f is a solution of this problem, Y − f(X) is a factor of Q(X,Y ). Guruswami and
Sudan originally proposed a Hamming metric GRS list decoder, but by modifying
the constraints put on Q, this decoder can become a soft decoding RS code (see
[16] and Chapter 10) or a Lee metric list decoder, as shown by Ido Tal in [4]. We
present here the GS decoder and then Ido Tal’s version. We give clear means of
evaluating Ido Tal’s performances, together with proofs of them, which were not
provided in Ido Tal’s thesis.
2.1 Some useful definitions
Guruswami, Sudan and Ido Tal have introduced useful notations, which help to
formalize the problem.
A bivariate polynomial Q(X, Y ) has a singularity of order r in (αi, u) if all
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coefficients of Q(X + αi, Y + u) of degree strictly less than r are equal to zero.
Roughly speaking, a singularity of order r is a point where the curve given by
Q(x, y) = 0 intersects itself r times.






iY j is de-
fined as (a, b) − wt − deg(Q) = max(i,j)(ai + bj). It can also be seen as an upper
bound on the degree of the univariate polynomial Q(fa(X), fb(X)) for fa(X) and
fb(X) being two polynomials of degree respectively a and b.
The t-score of a vector u respectively to a vector y over F n is defined as St,y(u) =
n∑
i=1
r(t− dLee(yi, ui)) = r(nt− dLee(y, u)).
2.2 Presentation of Guruswami-Sudan (GS) algorithm
2.2.1 Guruswami-Sudan algorithm







where d is the designed distance of the code.
Algorithm 1
Step 0: Given t = n− nHamming and k = n− d+ 1, compute parameters r, β such
that





r = 1 +
(k − 1)n+
√
(k − 1)2n2 + 4(t2 − (k − 1)n)
2(t2 − (k − 1)n)

β = rt− 1
Step 1: Find a bivariate polynomial Q(X, Y ) of (1, k − 1)-wt-degree less than
β such that, for all (αi,
yi
vi





) are equal to zero.
Step 2: Find all the polynomials f ∈ F(k−1)[X] with Y − f(X) a factor of Q
and, if dHamming(cf , y) ≤ nHamming, include f in the list output.
2.2.2 Description of the GS algorithm
The reader can find in [7] the proof of the correctness of this algorithm. We only
intend to give here a short description, which should ease the understanding of Ido
Tal’s algorithm. The algorithm has two steps: the first one is the computation
of a bivariate polynomial Q with singularities at chosen interpolation points. The
second is the research of the factor of Q of the shape Y − f(X), which are the
solutions of the list decoding problem. The crucial point in GS algorithm is to
grasp how imposing Q to have singularities of certain order on certain points leads
to Y − f(X) being a factor of Q. The next lemma (Lemma 4 in [7]) gives us the
explanation.
Lemma 2 If Q is of singularity r at the point (αi,
yi
vi




divides g(X) = Q(X, f(X)).
With this lemma, we see that if f(αi) =
yi
vi
in more than nHamming different points,
we then obtain different nHamming factors of g(X) of degree r, and as the αi are
distinct, we found one factor of g of degree nHammingr, more than the degree of
g, as the degree of g is upper bounded (see definition of the (1, k − 1)-weighted
degree) by β = rnHamming − 1. Consequently, Y − f(X) must be a factor of
Q(X, Y ). Thereafter, the reader may ask if such a bivariate polynomial with these
constraints can be computed. The answer is yes. Guruswami and Sudan list nr(r+1)
2
equations imposed on the coefficients of Q and there are at least β(β+2)
2(k−1) coefficients.
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As we have ensured nr(r+1)
2
≤ β(β+2)
2(k−1) , the solution exists and an optimum one is
provided by the values of the parameters r and β given.
Remark: Before going through Ido Tal’s algorithm, we would like to formu-
late GS algorithm differently to understand the role of the Hamming distance in
this algorithm. As (αi,
yi
vi




) = 0, it is equivalent to say that at all the points (αi,
u
vi
), u ∈ K,
Q has a singularity of order r(1 − dHamming(u, yi)). And the degree of the factor
derived from Lemma 1 is rnHamming = r(n − dHamming(yi, u)). These conditions




has a singularity of order r(t− dLee(u, yi)), with t being the maximum Lee weight
error over a symbol that our algorithm can correct. And the degree of the factor
derived from Lemma 1 is r(nt− dLee(u, yi)).
2.3 Presentation of Ido Tal’s algorithm





in which Ido Tal’s algorithm can correct






error over a symbol of amplitude more than t goes undetected. Nevertheless, the
reader may check that all the following proofs remain true with the t-truncated
definition of the Lee distance (See in Chapter 1) and a choice of singularity replaced
by min(r(t− (wLee(u, yi)), 0) at all the points (αi, uvi ).
2.3.1 Ido Tal’s algorithm
Algorithm 2
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Step 0: Given l the maximum output list size, t, n and k (for an alternant code,
k = n− d, with d the designed distance of the code), compute parameters r, β, nLee

















1 + 2n(k − 1)Nt(r)
⌋
end
Set r = r − 1
β(r) =
⌊√
1 + 2n(k − 1)Nt(r)
⌋
nLee = nt− β
r
Step 1: Find a bivariate polynomial Q(X, Y ) of (1, k − 1)-degree less than β
such that, for all u in K, all coefficients of total degree less than r(t− dLee(u, yi))
of Q(X + αi, Y +
u
vi
) are equal to zero.
Step 2: Find all the polynomials f ∈ Fk−1[X] such that Y − f(X) is a factor
of Q and, if dLee(cf , y) ≤ nLee, include f in the list output.
Example 1 For example, we consider the Generalised Reed Solomon code over
GF (8) of length n = 7 and dimension k = 2, with ~α = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and
~v = [1, 3, 5, 1, 6, 5, 1]. The parameters for the decoding are l = 10, t = 2 (we do not
correct the symbol errors of Lee weight more than 2), β = 8, r = 1 and nLee = 6.
We choose to send the message [1, 5] corresponding to the polynomial 1+5X. The
corresponding codeword is c = [1, 7, 0, 5, 1, 3, 2]. We assume that the error vector
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e = [7, 7, 1, 1, 2, 0, 0] of Lee weight 6 is added to c. With the interpolation points as
defined in the algorithm, we find the bipolynomial Q given by
Q(X, Y ) = 7Y 2+3Y 3+6Y 4+2Y 5+X(5Y +5Y 3+Y 5+4Y 6)+X2(Y 2+4Y 3+Y 4)
+X3(5+7Y +7Y 2+5Y 3+4Y 4)+X4(7+5Y +3Y 2+2Y 3)+X5(2+4Y +7Y 2)+X6
Q has only two factors of the form Y − f(X): Y − 1 + 5X and Y − 2X, whose
images by the code are at a Lee distance of y of 6 and 11 respectively. So we select
[1, 5].
2.3.2 Correctness of the algorithm
The choice of the parameters of Ido Tal’s algorithm derives from the previous
remark: we choose the singularity at a point (αi,
u
vi
) to be inversely linear with its
Lee distance to the received letter yi. By doing so, for a given polynomial f , the
factor derived from Lemma 1 of g(X, f(X)) has a degree also inversely linear to
its Lee distance with y, which ensures that if the Lee distance between cf and y is
small enough, Y − f(X) is factor of Q(X, Y ). But let us demonstrate it formally.
All what follows are new materials not presented in Ido Tal’s thesis, especially the
computation of nLee. We assume in the first part that a bivariate polynomial Q
has been found with a (1, k − 1) weighted degree β and we prove that for a given
codeword cf , if dLee(cf , y) < nLee, then Y − f(X) is a factor of Q (Lemma 2).
In the second part, we determine the parameters of Q (Lemma 3). The following
lemma is a mirror lemma of the Lemma 5 in [7].
Lemma 3 Given a codeword cf , if St,y(c) > β then Y − fc(X) is a factor of
Q(X, Y ).
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) and fc(αi) =
ci
vi
, from Lemma 1, we derive that (X−αi)r(t−(dLee(yi,ci))
divides Q(X, fc(X)). As the αi are distinct, these factors are prime two by two
and therefore, their multiple is a factor of Q(X, fc(X)) of degree St,y(u) as
n∑
i=1
r(t− dLee(yi, ui)) = r(nt− dLee(y, u)) = St,y(u)
On the other hand, as the degree of fc is less than k−1, the degree of Q(X, fc(X))
is upper bounded by β. Therefore, as St,y(c) > β, the degree of Q(X, fc(X)) is
less than the degree of one of its factor, which leads to Q(X, fc(X)) = 0 and to
Y − fc(X) a factor of Q(X, Y ). ‡
Assuming that Q can be computed, the next lemma gives the maximum error
vector Lee weight corrected by Ido Tal’s algorithm.
Lemma 4 With nLee defined as follows, nLee = (nt− βr ), if a codeword cf over K
is located at a Lee distance of y less than nLee, then its score St,y(c) is greater than
β and hence, Y − fc(X) is a factor of Q(X, Y ).
Proof. With the definition of St,y, it is easy to check that St,y(c) > β is equivalent
to dLee(cf , y) > nLee. With Lemma 2, it is then easy to see that Y −fc(X) is factor
of Q(X, Y ). ‡
As in GS’s paper, we now compare the number of constraints with the number
of coefficients of Q(X, Y ) to choose adequately the parameters r and β.
The Lee weight distribution of the elements of K is as follows: the Lee weights






Lee weight. One element has a Lee weight of zero (zero), two elements have a Lee
weight of e for e in [1, t− 1], and one or two of Lee weight t, depending on wether
q is odd or even. For each element u of K of Lee weight e and each αi, Q has
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a singularity of order r(t − wLee(u)) in (αi, yi+uvi ). As Q to be of singularity r at
a point gives r(r+1)
2
equations to solve, for a given point (αi, yi), the number of




((t− i)r + 1)((t− i)r) + (tr + 1)(tr)
2








We check now that the number of unknowns is greater than the number of equa-
tions. As the number of coefficients of (1, k − 1)-weighted degree of Q is upper
bounded by (β+2)β
2(k−1) , Q can be found if
(β + 2)β
2(k − 1) ≥ nNt(r)
. As seen in Lemma 3, the error capacity nLee decreases when β increases, so
we aim to minimize β. This minimization leads to β(r) =
⌊√
1 + 2n(k − 1)Nt(r)
⌋
(i.e. the integer part of the value of the bigger positive real root of the polynomial
β2+2β − 2n(k− 1)Nt(r)). To limit the list size at less than l elements, as the list










. Now, how do





are both growing functions of r, so a greater value
of r increases both the code error capability and the output list size. Therefore,





≤ l, and then,
β(r) and nLee(r) are computed. The minimal list output size achievable with this
algorithm is provided by the smallest value of r, r = 1. Nevertheless, the list
output size is usually less than l.
Remark 1 The simplification we did to Ido Tal’s algorithm has been to introduce
the parameter t and to make the order of the singularity linear with t− dLee(yi, u).
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We could also have introduced another parameter t0 such the order would have
been of the form r(t − dLee(yi, u)) + t0. But it is obvious that this contributes to
an increase in the number of equations (Nt(r) ≤ Nt,t0(r)) independent of r, which
in turn decreases the error correcting capability of the code. Therefore, we have
fixed t0 = 0. An immediate consequence of this choice is that at the point located
at a Lee distance t from (αi, yi), Q has a singularity of order 0: we don’t have to
introduce the parameter λ as in Ido Tal’s thesis (whose value depends on whether
q is odd or even) and the number of equations is minimized.
2.4 Complexity of Ido Tal’s algorithm
We construct on Mc Eliece’s work ([8]) to evaluate the complexity of Ido Tal’s
algorithm. In [8], the author explains that the interpolation step (the choice of the
interpolation points and the search for the bivariate polynomial Q) of the algorithm
can been computed in O(C2), (with f(t) = O(g(t)) means that there exist positive
constants c and t0 such that f(t) ≤ c × g(t) for all t ≥ t0) by Kotter algorithm
(See [8] pp.23-25), where C is the number of equations over the coefficients. In the
case of Guruswami-Sudan algorithm, the complexity is therefore O(n2r4). In the
case of Ido Tal, we refer to Chapter 3, the complexity is O((St(r)n)




, so in total, the complexity is O( t
6r4n2
9
). As shown also in [8], the
factorization step can be solved with a complexity of O(L.log2(L)k(n+L.log(q))),
with L being the maximum length of the output list and q the size of the alphabet.
As seen in this chapter, constructing on Ido Tal’s work, we have been able
to introduce a Lee metric Guruswami-Sudan based algorithm to decode alternant
codes over Galois rings. We have given the error correction capability in terms
of the number of Lee metric errors, which can be corrected. The use of the Lee
25
metric creates some opportunities to improve the algorithm, in the case of fields
of characteristic 2 and over large alphabets as we will see in Chapers 3 and 6.
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Chapter 3
Improvement of Ido Tal’s algorithm for
Reed-Solomon codes over fields of
characteristic 2




in two additional interpolation points of Q. In the case of Reed-Solomon codes
(vi = 1) and fields of characteristic 2, we suggest here a method to reduce this
number to one. For one of the two elements e of Lee weight in [1, q
2
−1], we choose
the interpolation points to be (αi, (yi+e)(u−e−yi)) rather than merely (αi, yi+e)
with a well chosen element u in F . Therefore, if f is a solution, Y −(u−f(X))f(X)
(instead of Y − f(X)) is a factor of the bivariate polynomial Q, which is now a
(1, 2k−2)-weighted degree polynomial. The advantage of these changes is to divide
the number of interpolation points and the list output size by two, the complexity
of the algorithm by 4 and to increase the correction error capability of the code in
some cases.
3.1 Improvement of Ido Tal’s algorithm
We first demonstrate a useful property of the Lee distance, which is used to reduce
the complexity of Ido Tal’s algorithm.
Proposition 1 Given a field F of cardinality q = pm, with p a prime number, we
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denote u as the element u =
m−1∑
k=0
(p − 1)ξi, of Lee weight 1. Given any element
e of F , the Lee weight of u − e is equal to either wLee(e) + 1 (if e¯ ∈ [0, q−12 ]) or
wLee(e)− 1 (if e¯ ∈ [ q2 , q − 1]).
Proof.
1)If e¯ ∈ [0, q
2
− 1], then wLee(e′ = u− e) = q − e¯′ = e¯+ 1 = wLee(e) + 1.
2)If e¯ ∈ [ q
2
, q − 1], then wLee(e′ = u− e) = e¯′ = q − 1− e¯ = wLee(e)− 1. ‡
In this chapter, u denotes the element defined by Proposition 1.
Example 2 For example, over Z7, u=6, the Lee weight of 2 is 2 and the Lee
weight of 6-2=4 is 3 and conversely.
We then classify the elements of the alphabet GF (q) in two ensembles: those
such that their Lee weight is equal to their absolute value, which are the elements of
absolute value strictly less than q
2
, and those such that their Lee weight is equal to
q minus their absolute value, which are the elements of absolute value greater than
q
2
. Proposition 1 provides us a means to generate the elements of the second group
from the elements of the first. We derive from it a way to define the interpolation
points of Q justified by the next lemma.
Lemma 5 Over F of characteristic 2 and given f a polynomial over F , if a bi-
variate polynomial Q(X, Y ) is of singularity r at the point (αi, (u+ yi+ e)(yi+ e))
then:
1) If f(αi) = yi + e then (X − αi)r divides Q(X, (u+ f(X))f(X)).
2) If f(αi) = yi + u+ e then (X − αi)r divides Q(X, (u+ f(X))f(X)).
Proof. If we set f ′(X) = (u+ f(X))f(X), then it is clear that in both cases, as
2u = 0 (F is a field of characteritic 2), f ′(αi) = (u+ yi + e)(yi + e) which leads to
(X − αi)r dividing Q(X, f ′(X)), by using Lemma 2 in Chapter 2. ‡
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In Ido Tal’s algorithm, we had to put one constraint at every point f(αi) = yi + e
for e in F . By using the previous lemma, we see that by putting one constraint
at the point (αi, (u + yi + e)(yi + e)), we cater to the two cases f(αi) = yi + e
and f(αi) = yi + e + u. In addition, by using Proposition 1, it is clear that if
we take for e all the elements of absolute values in [0, . . . , q
2
− 1], u + e generates
all the elements of absolute values in [ q
2
, q − 1]. Therefore, we choose Q to be of
singularity of order r(t−wLee(e)) at the point (αi, (u+ yi+ e)(yi+ e)) with e such
that its absolute value belongs to [0, . . . , q−1
2
]. With e′ = u + e, Q is then also by
construction of singularity r(t+1−wLee(e′)) at the point (αi, (u+ yi+ e′)(yi+ e′))
(and of singularity r(t− wLee(e′)) which belong to the first group). We define the




r(t− 1−min(dLee(yi, xi), dLee(yi, u+ xi))).
By using Lemmas 3 and 4 in Chapter 2, we have:
Lemma 6 If the t-score of a codeword cf with respect to the input y over K is
greater than β, then Y − fc(X) is a factor of Q(X, Y ).
Now, we can study under what conditions we have SMod,t,y(x) > β.
Lemma 7 If dLee(y, cf ) < nt − n+ − βr , with n+ being the number of “positive”
coordinates of cf , then the score SMod,t,y(cf ) of cf is strictly greater than β and
Y − fc(X) is a factor of Q(X,Y ).
Proof. By using Proposition 1, we notice that for e in F ,min(wLee(e), wLee(u+
e)) = wLee(e) if and only if e¯ ∈ [0, q2 − 1] (only in this case, wLee(e + u) =
wLee(e)+1 > wLee(e)). If e¯ is in [
q
2
, q] then min(wLee(e), wLee(u+e)) = wLee(e)−1.
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So if we note I+ the elements of F such that e¯ ∈ [0, q
2
− 1] and I− = F − I+, the























1 and n−(x) =
∑
i/xi∈I−
1, we clearly have
SMod,t,y(x) = r(n
+(x)(t− 1)− w+Lee(x)) + r(n−(x)t− w−Lee(x)).
SMod,t,y(x) = r(nt− n+(x)− wLee(x)).
If we fix the number n+, SMod,t,y(x) > β is equivalent to
wLee(y − x) < nMod,Lee = nt− n+ − β
r
‡
We study now the constraints put on Q to find the relevant values for β and r.
The number of interpolation points is n( q
2
− 2) (instead of n(q − 2) for Ido Tal),




((t− i)r + 1)((t− i)r)
2







+ t(1− r)− 1 + r
3
).
We now check that the number of unknowns is greater than the number of equa-
tions. As the number of coefficients of a (1, 2k − 2)-weighted degree of a bivariate
polynomial Q is upper bounded by (β+2)β
4(k−1) , Q can be found if
(β + 2)β
4(k − 1) ≥ nNt(r).
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As seen in Lemma 3, the error capacity nLee decreases when β increases, so we
aim to minimize β. This minimization leads to β(r) =
⌊√
1 + 4n(k − 1)Nt(r)
⌋
(i.e. the integer part of the value of the bigger positive real root of the polynomial
β2+2β − 4n(k− 1)Nt(r)). To limit the list size to less than l elements, as the list













Step 0: Given l the maximum output list size, n and k (for an alternant code,
k = n − d, with d the designed distance of the code), t = q
2
and n+, compute the
parameters r, β and nLee





















1 + 4n(k − 1)Nt(Mod, r)
⌋
end
Set r = r − 1
β(r) =
⌊√
1 + 4n(k − 1)NMod,t(r)
⌋




Step 1: Find a bivariate polynomial Q(X, Y ) of (1, k − 1)-degree less than β
such that, for all e in K with absolute value in [0, q
2
], all coefficients of total degree
less than r(t−wLee(e)) of Q(X+αi, (Y +u+ yi + e)(Y +yi + e)) are equal to zero.
Step 2: Find all the polynomials f ∈ Fk−1[X] such that Y − f(X)(u + f(X))
is a factor of Q and, if dLee(cf , y) ≤ nLee, include f in the list output.
Remark: Step 2 of the algorithm can still be performed by the Roth and
Ruckenstein algorithm([12]) to find the factor of Q of the shape Y − g(X), and
then among the g, we choose those of the form (u+ f(X))f(X).
3.3 Comparison of the performances of Ido Tal’s algorithm
and of the improved algorithm
The reduction in complexity is obvious. The gain in error correction capability
depends on the number of “positive” (with absolute value in [0, q
2
− 1]) and “neg-
ative” (with absolute values in [ q
2
, q − 1]) coordinates of the error vector. With
nLee,max defined as nLee,max = nt − βr with β(r) =
⌊√
1 + 4n(k − 1)Nt(r)
⌋
and r





, our algorithm corrects all errors of Lee weight among
the sequences of error vectors with n+ “positive” coordinates, i.e. our algorithm
can correct up to nLee,max − n+.
Example 3 For n=15, k=6 and l=10 (list output size), Ido Tal’s algorithm can
correct 5 errors. With our algorithm, we find nmax,Lee = 9 for a list size of 4
(and 17 respectively with a list size of 10). That means that our algorithm can
correct 9 “negative” errors if there are no positive errors at all, and all errors
with n+ positive coordinate of Lee weight less than 9 − n+. For example, with
n+ = 10, we can correct all error vectors with 10 positive coordinates and total Lee
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weight less than 10. The message [0, 2] is sent and coded by a Reed-Solomon code
of length 7 and dimension 2 in the vector c = [0, 2, 4, 6, 3, 1, 7]. An error vector
[−1,−2, 1, 0, 0,−2, 0] is added of Lee weight 6 and n+ = 4. We have computed Q
whose matrix representation is given by
Q(X, Y ) = 6Y 2+5Y 3+X(3Y +5Y 2+7Y 3)+X2(4Y +6Y 2)+X3(2Y +7Y 2)+5X5Y
The closest codeword among the list output is the message [0, 2].
Unfortunately, the algorithm proposed here for fields of characteritic 2 is non
symmetrical: it does correct more negative than positive errors, and worse, we need
to specify the maximum number of postive errors we want to correct, which limits
the patterns of correctable errors. Nevertheless,for some specific assymetrical and




Computation of the word error
probability for Lee decoder and its
application to Ido Tal’s decoding of a
PSK modulated signal and to ring
decodings of a QAM modulated signal
In all the studies of Lee metric decoders presented in [2], [3] and [4], the authors
have focused on a evaluation of the performances of the algorithm in terms of
Lee minimal distance and number of Lee errors corrected. But these parameters
are specific to the Lee distance and do not allow a fair comparison with their
Hamming counterparts. This approach also ignores a main characteristic of the
Lee distance: although the error vector Hamming weight documents the number
of altered coordinates, its Lee weight provides the total amplitude of the error
vector, which is directly linked to how the error vector is added to the signal,
and therefore to the characteristic of the channel and of the modulation. It is
therefore very relevant to study the Lee metric as associated to the communication
model. Commonly used to classify the Hamming metric codes with regards to a
modulation, the word error probability can also be computed for Lee decoders, as
shown in this chapter. Hence, it is a good criterion for comparing Lee and Hamming
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metric codes. We present here a general and original method to calculate the word
error probability of a Lee decoder (See definition of the word error probability in
Chapter 1), which is then used to evaluate the performances of Ido Tal’s and the
ring algorithms defined in Chapter 7 over a PSK and QAM respectively modulated
signal and an AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) channel. We can thus prove
the superiority of the Lee codes for low rates over their Hamming conterparts for
these modulations.
4.1 Calculation of the word error probability
We first fix some notations. Following those introduced in Chapter 1: the sym-
bol error probability Ps is the probability that an error has occured during the
transmission of a symbol through the channel. We introduce for a given positive
integer j, the Lee symbol error probability Ps,Lee(j) that an error of Lee weight j
is added to a transmitted symbol. The word error probability Pw,n is defined as
the probability that the output sequence of length n of the channel decoder differs
from the encoded sequence.
4.1.1 Computation of the word error probability in the
case of a Hamming metric decoder
To calculate the word error probability in the case of an Hamming t-error correcting
decoder, we compute the probability Pw,n(j) of an error pattern of Hamming weight






P js (1− Ps)n−j.
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As the decoder corrects patterns of Hamming weight less than t, the word error











P js (1− Ps)n−j.
4.1.2 Computation of the word error probability in the
case of a Lee metric decoder
Similarly, in the case of the Lee distance, we first calculate the probability Pw,Lee,n(J)
that a word error pattern of Lee weight J is added to the signal. The following
theorem gives us an induction relationship on the Pw,Lee,n(J).
Theorem 2 Given the probability PLee,s(j), the probability PLee,w,n(J) that an er-





Proof. We express that the probability of having an error vector of Lee weight J
of length n is equal to the sum of the probabilities of having an error of Lee weight
j occuring on the first coordinate and of Lee weight J − j in the n− 1 remaining





)]. It is assumed that the values
of the different coordinates of the sequence are independent. ‡
It is clear from this theorem, that the calculation of PLee,w,n(J) requires the knowl-
edge of the values of all PLee,w,n−1(j) for j ≤ J . Thus all the available information






length of the vector corresponds to the range of values taken by the Lee weight





]). For all k ≤ n, we define:







With the matrix MLee,s ∈ML,L defined as
MLee,s =

PLee,s(0) 0 . . . . . . . . . 0
...
















. . . . . .
...
. . . 0





) . . . PLee,s(0)

.
the previous induction becomes a matricial one:
~PLee,w,k =Ms,Lee ~PLee,w,k−1.
Which leads to, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n
~PLee,w,k = (Ms,Lee)
k−1 ~PLee,w,1





] and 0 elsewhere.
Given a nLee-Lee metric error-correcting decoder, its word error probability is
obtained by summing over the probabilities of error patterns of Lee weight strictly









As shown in Chapter 2, Ido Tal’s algorithm can be designed to detect only symbol





, which means that symbol errors of Lee weight
strictly more than t (we call this type of error an overflow error) go undetected.
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We propose a way to calculate the word error probability P tw,Lee,n in this case. The
calculations presented earlier remain true but with some modifications: in Theorem





by t. The computation results
in the word error probability assuming that no overflow error has occured. The
probability of this hypothesis is evaluated. The probability Ps,Lee,>t of having an





and it follows that the probability that no overflow error occurs in a sequence of
n symbols is given by (1 − Ps,Lee,>t)n. If we denote by E the event that an error
has occured, OE the event that an overflow error has occured (it thus has not
been detected), and NOE the event that no overflow error has occur, using the
conditional probabilities, one gets
P (E) = P (E/NOE)P (NOE) + P (E/OE)P (OE)
which leads us to
P tw,Lee,n = Pw,Lee,n(1− Ps,>t)n + P ns,>t.
4.2 Computation of the symbol error probability for a PSK
modulated signal
In the communication system model (as introduced in Chapter 1, Fig 1.1), there
is always an underlying definition of a bijection used to convert the elements from
abstract algebra ensembles (ring and field) to numerical elements over Z, as the
function absolute value presented in Chapter 1. A modulated signal is represented
as a point (x, y) of a constellation with (x, y) corresponding to the projections
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Figure 4.1: Lee distance on an example
with the scalar product of two functions defined as proportional to the integral of
the product function over a period of the signal over two basic functions and for
example, the elements of a PSK constellation are ordered on a circle with regards
to their absolute value. With this representation, the weight of the two neigbhours
of an element of absolute value w are w − 1 and w + 1 and they are located at a
Lee distance of 1 of the element as shown in fig.4.1.
During the transmission through the channel, a noise corrupts the signal, whose
effect is to add to (x, y) an error (xe, ye), which results in a new point (x
′, y′).
The noise tends to make the point rotate: if the angle added is big enough, one
or more Lee errors are added. The Lee weight of the error vector is therefore
almost proportional to the noise, which makes the Lee distance very relevant to
this case. We enter now more into the details of the computation of the symbol
error probability.












,m = 1 . . .M









with fc being the sampling frequency, T being the period of the signal and Es
being the energy per symbol. Added to this signal is a white noise, with zero mean
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and density N0. In the case of a PSK modulation, a cylindrical representation is
prefered: the point is defined by its distance r to the reference point and its angle
θ with the X-axis. If the signal corresponding to the point of the constellation(√
Es, 0
)
is sent through the channel (by symmetry all the symbol error probabili-
ties corresponding to different sent points of the constellation are equal), with the
noise as defined previously, the joint probability density function (pdf) associated









A maximum likehood decoder selects the closest point of the constellation from
the output of the channel. Therefore, an error occurs when the angle of the output
is more than pi
M
or less than −pi
M









And in the case of the Lee metric, if we denote by Ps,Lee(j) the probability of an














4.3 Calculation of symbol and word error probabilities in
the case of the Lee distance over a ring for a QAM
modulated signal
We study the calculation of the symbol error probability for a QAM modulated
signal decoded by our ring algorithm as it will be presented in Chapter 5. As
stated before, this algorithm corrects errors up to a Lee weight nLee, with a def-
inition of the Lee weight as the maximum of the Lee weight of the projection of
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the vector over the subfields of the ring. With this definition, the projections over
the subfields are decoded seperately. This decoding appears therefore appropriate
for representations of the signal and of the noise in which the noise is added inde-
pendently along different subfields. For example, in the case of a QAM modulated
signal, with a representation of the signal as a point of a graph (as presented before
in the case of the PSK modulation) and an AWGN noise channel, it is assumed
that the noises added along the X-axis and the Y -axis are independent. Let us see
how we can use this property to convey and decode elements of a ring GR(p2,m).
An element y of this ring is written as y = y0 + p.y1 where y0 and y1 are two ele-
ments of GF (pm). Its Lee weight is then given by max(wLee(y0, y1)). If we choose
a p2m-QAM constellation, such that if the reference point (0, 0) is the one on the
lower left corner, the point (i, j) represents the point of absolute value (as defined
before) i+ pmj (4.3.1). The X-axis added error contribution modifies the value of
the projection over the first subfield, whereas its Y -axis contribution changes the
projection over the second subfield. As these two addition are independent, this
makes our ring algorithm relevant to this case. In addition, the closeness along one
axis of two points of the constellation is directly proportional to their Lee distance
(See fig.4.2). We calculate the word error probability in this case by exploiting the
obvious symmetrical properties of the QAM modulation.
4.3.1 Calculation of the symbol error probability in the
case of a QAM constellation
We separate the computation for errors added along the two axis of the constel-
lation, as only errors of Lee weight less than nLee along each axis are corrected.
We denote by PXs,Lee(J) (respectively P
Y
s,Lee(J)) the probability that an error of
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Figure 4.2:
Lee weight J is added to one symbol along the X-axis (respectively Y -axis). The
symmetry of the constellation provides us with the equality PXs,Lee(J) = P
Y
s,Lee(J).
This probability is obtained by integrating the probability density function of our
signal along the corresponding domain. For example, for a sent signal represented
by X =
√
Es, the probability that the output of the channel is located at a point









To compute PXs,Lee(j), this function is integrated over the domain corresponding to
the points located at a Lee distance j ofX =
√
Es. This time, the value of P
X
s,Lee(j)
is no more equal for all the sent points: we take the average of the PXs,Lee(j) over
the points of the constellation (which corresponds to the hypothesis that all the
points are equally probable).
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4.3.2 Calculation of the Lee metric word error probability
for a QAM modulation
As before, we define PXLee,w,n(j) (and respectively P
Y
Lee,w,n(j)) as the probability that
an error vector of Lee weight j is added to the signal along the X-axis (respectively




PXLee,w,n−1(J − j)× PXs,Lee(j)
which is solved through matricial computations as done previously. And the word








PLee,w,n = 1− (1− PXLee,w,n)(1− P YLee,w,n) = 1− (1− PXLee,w,n)2.
The theoritical results shown in this Chapter are very important and signifi-
cantly new. We have not seen before any attempt of computing the word error
probability of Lee metric codes. Nevertheless, it is something absolutely necessary
to compare the efficiency of Hamming and Lee codes in the decoding of modulated
signal. Moving further, we are able to prove that Ido Tal’s algorithm and its im-
porved versions turns to perform better than the GS algorithm for some PSK and
QAM modulations and low rate codes. We have presented here the computations
only for very simple channels and modulation constellations. More research could




Results of Ido Tal’s algorithm
We have seen in Chapter 2 how to compute the error correction capability
of Ido Tal’s algorithm. Even though we have presented a simplified version of
this algorithm, we still refer to it as Ido Tal’s algorithm, as the structure of the
algorithm remains similar. We study the error correction capability of Ido Tal’s
algorithm and we compare it for the decoding of PSK modulated signal to the
GS’s decoder.
5.1 Correction capability of Ido Tal’s algorithm for some
BCH codes
Table 5.1 provides the error correction capability of Ido Tal’s algorithm for several
BCH codes of length 15. It can be seen that Ido Tal’s algorithm is very efficient
for code rates less than 1
3
(the error correction capability is around n−k Lee errors
corrected), and no more effective for code rates more than 1
2
. The results are shown
here on a BCH code over GF (4). If we increase n, we find similar results, with
around n − k − 1 errors corrected for a code rate of one third. But as the size
of the alphabet or t are greater, the results are no more good even for low rate
codes. Therefore, we have developed a technique in Chapter 6 to make Ido Tal’s
algorithm more efficient for large alphabet.
We compare now these results with the Lee metric BCH code developed by
Siegel and Roth in [2] and thereafter with its Hamming counterpart on a QPSK
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Dimension Designed distance Number of errors corrected List output size
13 2 No error corrected No output list
11 3 No error corrected No output list
9 5 No error corrected No output list
8 6 1 14
6 8 4 12
4 10 8 10
3 11 11 12
Table 5.1: Number of errors corrected by Ido Tal’s algorithm for a BCH code over
GF (4) of length 15 and various dimensions
modulated channel with an Additive White Gaussian Noise.
5.2 Lee metric BCH codes: Roth and Siegel’s Euclidian
algorithm
Siegel and Roth have developed in [2] a Euclidian-based Lee metric decoding proce-
dure for a special class of BCH codes over GF (p), with p a prime number different
of 2, with each code specified by a code length n ≤ pm − 1 and a runlength r of
consecutive roots in GF (pm), with r ≤ (p− 1)/2. With ~α and ~y being the locator
vector and the input of the algorithm, respectively, the computation is based on
the definition of a locator polynomial with regard to the received vector y given by
σ(X)y =
∏n
j=1(1− αjX)wLee(yi). The decoding algorithm calculates the syndrome
values corresponding to ~y. Newton identities (See [2]) link the values of the syn-
dromes with the coefficients of the locator polynomial. Therefore, under certain
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conditions (the field GF (pm) has to have a characteristic greater than r (See [2],
Remark 2)), the locator polynomial can be computed from the syndromes. We
apply then a Euclidian procedure on it to find the error vector corresponding to
the “positive” Lee errors and the one corresponding to the “negative” one. This
algorithm can correct up to r − 1 errors and detect r errors, for r ≤ (p−1)
2
or
r ≤ n ≤ p− 1. We give two examples
1) For the decoding of the RS code of length 6, r = 3 and dimension 4 over Z7:
in this case, the Roth and Siegel algorithm can correct 2 Lee errors and detect 3.
2) For the BCH code of length 24, r = 2 (maximum value that r can take)
and dimension 22 over Z5, the Roth and Siegel algorithm can correct 1 error and
detect 2.
These exemples show clearly that this algorithm is efficient but it can be used
only for high rate codes. Therefore, it does not cater to the same range of code
rate as Ido Tal’s algorithm, which can not correct errors for codes of code rates
more than 1
2
. In addition, Roth and Siegel’s algorithm can not be used over field
of characteristic 2, whereas Ido Tal’s can. The two algorithms are different and
complimentary.
Therefore, we prefer to compare Ido Tal’s algorithm to its Hamming counter-
parts. This approach is quite new: as the Lee metric codes have specific param-
eters (minimal Lee distance), they are not usually compared to their Hamming
counterparts. We have introduced in the previous Chapter a way to compute the
word error probability in the case of the Lee metric codes, which is then used to
compare Ido Tal’s algorithm to the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm for a classical
communication model with a PSK modulation and an Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN).
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between different Lee and Hamming metric BCH decoders
(the code has length 15, dimension 4 and designed distance 5).
5.3 Over a channel with a PSK modulation
5.3.1 Results for QPSK modulation
In all the following simulations, we have fixed the output list of our Ido Tal’s
decoder size to be equal or less than 10. The GS algorims output list size are
smaller (around 5). However, as the bound used in Chapter 2 is very conservative
(See [8] for a discussion about this topic), we assume that even if the list output
size bound is larger Ido Tal’s algorithm’s, it does not affect the probability to pick
up the right codeword in the list (which is what our simulations have confirmed).
We compare GS and Ido Tal’s algorithm for a BCH code over GF (4) of length 15,
dimension 4 and designed distance 5, and a list output size upper bounded by 10
(See fig.5.1).
Clearly, we can see that the Lee decoder is more efficient in this case than the
GS algorithm. If we increase the rate of the code and consider a BCH code over
GF (4), of length 15, but of dimension 6, with a designed distance of 8, Ido Tal’s
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between different Lee and Hamming metric BCH decoders
(the code has length 15, dimension 6 and designed distance 8).
still performs better (See Fig.5.2).
For higher code rates, GS’s decoder is more efficient than Ido Tal’s algorithm.
However, the results also show that as the size of the modulation constellation
grows, Ido Tal’s algorithm does not perform so well, as the number of equations is
proportional with the square of the size of the alphabet.
5.3.2 Analysis with t < q2
In some cases, we can choose to use our algorithm with t < q
2
. It is necessary
whenever the size of the alphabet is too large. For example, let us consider the
Reed-Solomon code of length n = 7 and dimension k = 2 over GF (8): no errror
can be corrected by Ido Tal’s algorithm if we fix t = q
2
= 4. But with t = 2, we can
correct up to 6 Lee errors with a list output size of 8. And even if symbol errors
of Lee weight less than t go undetected, our algorithm still performs better on this
case than the GS’s algorithm, as shown in fig.5.3:
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Figure 5.3: Results for the decoding of a RS code of length 7 and dimension 2 over
GF (8), with t=2
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Chapter 6
Use of a bijection between ((Zqa)
n)m and
((Zqm)
n)a to increase Ido Tal’s error
correcting capability for large alphabets
Sometimes, we may prefer to convey the message with a large alphabet. For
example, if a PSK modulation is used, the noise added by the channel could
be considered as an angle, which tends to make the point of the constellation
rotate. The maximum angle θmax can be used to characterize the channel, and
in turn, we define the size of the alphabet q such that q = θmax
Π
. But a look
at Ido Tal’s performance shows that its performance is not good for alphabets
with larger size. Only for small q or t (≤ 5) is the ratio of the number of errors
corrected acceptable. Therefore, we suggest that instead of encoding, conveying
and decoding the message with the same alphabet, we encode and decode it with
an alphabet of smaller size and to convey it with a larger size alphabet. To achieve
this, we create a reversible function to convert sequences over a small sized alphabet
into a sequence over a large sized alphabet and conversely. We define therefore a




6.1 Definition of the function Ψq,m→a
The definition of a bijection is given in the Appendix. The notation Ψq,m→a stands
for the bijection between ((Zqm)
a)n and ((Zqa)
m)n : the symbol m → a means
that our function converts a messages over a qm-alphabet into m messages over a
qa-alphabet. We define Ψq,a→am over ((Zqa)m)n as follows
Ψq,a→am : ((Zqa)m)n −→ ((Zqam)n






Ψ can in this case be considered as the function over the matrices of size (m −
1) × n over Zqa . To obtain the inverse function Ψ−1, we recall that all elements




a)i with yi being element of
[0, qa−1]. This property can be extended over vectors over (Zqam)n, and the inverse
of Ψ is the function which, given ~y, provides (~y0, ~y1, .., ~ym−1). We denote it as
Ψ−1q,a→am = Ψq,am→a. For any a andm, we then define Ψq,a→m as Ψq,a→am(Ψq,am→m).
As composition of two bijections, this function is a bijection from ((Zqa)
n)m to
(Zqm)
n)a. Practically, to convert a message over [0, qa − 1] into a message over





provides a vector over (Zqam)
n. This vector is decomposed as a vectors over (Zqm)
n.
We give here some examples.
Example 4 With n = 1, we consider 23. 23 is an element of [0, 23×2], which can
be written as
23 = 3 + 1× 4 + 1× 16
and as























Another example with n = 4:
Ψ2,2→3

2 0 0 2
0 2 0 0
3 0 0 2
 =
 2 0 0 2
6 1 0 4
 .
One shall observe that we have:
( 1 4 16 )

2 0 0 2
0 2 0 0
3 0 0 2
 = ( 1 8 )
 2 0 0 2
6 1 0 4
 .
In a more general way, from the definition of Ψ, we derive the following property
Lemma 8 Given a matrix M of size m× n over Zqa, we have
( 1 qa . . . (qa)i . . . (qa)m−1 )M = ( 1 qm . . . (qm)i . . . (qm)a−1 )Ψq,a→m(M)
Proof. The decomposition of an integer in [0, qam− 1] along the different powers
of qa is unique. It ensures us that the image of M by Ψq,a→m is the unique matrix
of size a×n with integer coefficients in [0, qm− 1] which satisfies this relationship.
‡
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6.2 Some comments about the non-linearity of Ψ
(Zq,+) is a group of cardinality q, with + defined as the addition law modulo q but
unfortunately Ψ is not linear with regard to the addition law modulo p. Ψq,a→m
could be considered as a group morphism with the addition law of ((Zqa)
n)m defined
as follows. For a and b being elements of ((Zqa)
n)m,
a⊕ b = (Ψq,a→am(a) + Ψq,a→am(b)) mod qam.
But this definition is of small relevance to our case. However, the exact performance
of our algorithm could be derived from this definition of the addition law.
6.3 Encoding and decoding of the message over GF (qa) but
transmission over [0, qm − 1]
It has been made clear that Ido Tal’s algorithm is efficient for low rates codes






. But in this case, an error symbol of a Lee weight more than t goes
undetected. Simulations show that in this case, performances of the algorithm
are poor. Therefore, to decode words over a large alphabet, we suggest another
strategy, which is to transmit the message over a large alphabet, but to encode
and decode it over a small alphabet, by using the previously defined function Ψ as
in fig.6.1.
We consider the alternant code of dimension k over GF (qa), of length n, of error
correction capability nLee. The messages are encoded over GF (q
a) in codewords
of length n and then in vectors over [0, qa − 1]. A packet of m of these vectors is
then converted into a packet of a vectors over [0, qm− 1] and transmitted through
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Figure 6.1: Example of the encoding and decoding processes
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the channel. At the output of the channel, the packet of a received vectors is then
converted back into m vectors over [0, qa − 1] and then over GF (pa). A different
alphabet has been used to convey the message and to encode and decode it.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Evaluation of the performance of our algorithm based
on a statistical approach
Ido Tal’s algorithm has a good performance for a small code rate (less than 1/3)
and a small alphabet. But if the size of the alphabet increases, the error correcting
capability of this code does not increase at the same rate. For example, an alternant
code of length 64 with a code rate 1/4 can correct up to 31 errors over GF (4) with
a list output size of 6 but can only correct 16 errors over GF (8), with a list output
size of 16! The size of the alphabet has doubled but not the error correcting
capability, which has decreased. With the improvement we suggested before, we
extend the performances of Ido Tal for a small alphabet to a greater one.
To evaluate exactly the number of errors is difficult, as the function Ψ is not
linear. Therefore, to evaluate the performances of our algorithm, a statistical
approach based on simulations has been preferred. The reader may refer to Chapter
8 for more details about the statistical justification of our results.
6.4.2 Study of the fraction of errors corrected by our algo-
rithm
We have taken a sample of 1000 m-tuples codewords of length n over [0, pa − 1].
Each of these m-tuples is converted into a-t-uples over [0, pm − 1] through the
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bijection defined before. A vector over [0, pm − 1] of Lee weight N is added to
each vector modulo pm. We convert then the resulting a-tuple of vectors into a
m-tuple of vectors over [0, pa−1] by using Ψ−1, and the Lee distances between the
resulting vectors and the original codewords are considered. If all these distances
are less than the error-correction capability of the code for the a resulting vectors,
the decoding is considered a success.
We study the performance in two cases
1) We consider a Reed Solomon code over GF(64) over the alphabet [0,63],
with code rate 1/4. Normally Ido Tal’s algorithm cannot be used in this case as
the size of the alphabet is too large. But if we encode it and decode it as a 3-tuple
of length 64 over [0,3], we can correct more than 99.9% of the errors of Lee weight
equal to 481.
2) We consider the alternant code over GF(8) of length 64 with code rate 1/4.
With Ido Tal’s algorithm, an error of Lee weight up to 16 can be corrected, with
an output length of 14. By using the bijection and considering two codewords
over GF(8) of length 64 as three codewords over GF(4), we can correct more than
99.9% of the codewords corrupted by an error of Lee weight 56, with a list output
size of 6. With the same code but with code rate 1/3, we can correct more than
99.9% of the codewords corrupted by an error vector of Lee weight 39, instead of
correcting 5 errors with an output length of 35.
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6.4.3 Results obtained over an AWGN channel with PSK
modulation
Calculation of the word error probability
Given a Lee error weight j of length n, this algorithm corrects only a fraction of
errors fΨ,n(j). This affects the way the word error probability is computed, which





with N denoting the maximum Lee or Hamming weight of the vector of length n.
We have shown in Chapter 4 how to compute PLee,w,n(j).
Results obtained by using an Ido Tal’s decoder and the function Ψ
fig.6.2 illustrates the result of Ido Tal’s algorithm used with the Ψ function to
decode a Reed-Solomon of length 7 and dimension 2 over GF (8). The codewords
are in this case converted into codewords over GF (4) to be conveyed through the
channel. We see that our algorithm yields good results. However, in this case,
the word error probability is almost similar as for Ido Tal’s algorithm with t = 2.
For alphabet with a greater size, the decoder yields more significant results, as for
a Reed-Solomon code of length 15, dimension 4 over GF (16). In this case, the
results are spectacular, as shown in fig.6.3.
Through this chapter, we have explored an original Lee metric code based on
an idea, which would obviously not be appropriate for Hamming metric codes.
The use of Lee metric opens a lot of new possibilities as the errors corrected can
be manipulated as numbers. The algorithm proposed in this chapter yields good
results for low rate codes over large alphabets.
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Figure 6.2: Word error probability for Ido Tal’s decoder using Ψ to decode a
Reed-Solomon code of length 7 and dimension 2 over GF (8).
Figure 6.3: Word error probability for an Ido Tal’s decoder using Ψ to decode a
Reed-Solomon of length 15 and dimension 4 over GF (16).
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Chapter 7
Presentation of a multi-stage list
decoder over a ring
We present now the extension of Ido Tal’s algorithm over a Galois ring and an
improved Hamming and Lee metric a-stage decoder over a Galois ring.
7.1 Ido Tal’s algorithm over a ring
Armand has proved in [9] that Lemmas 4 and 5 in [7] can be extended over a
ring. It follows that Ido Tal’s algorithm can be adapted over a ring and that the
proofs in Chapter 2 remain valid if some conditions over the vectors ~α and ~v are
respected. Especially, we need ~α to be well conditioned as defined in [9]
A vector ~x is said to be well conditioned if either
1) For all couples, j 6= i, (~x)i − (~x)j is not a zero divisor of the ring,
2) If the zero divisors of R form an ideal of R, (or if (~x)k = 0, one element (~x)k
is a zero divisor and for j 6= k, i 6= k and j 6= i, (~x)i − (~x)j is not a zero divisor of
the ring).
7.1.1 Definition of the alternant code over a ring
Let R be a ring R, ~v a vector of units of R and a well conditioned vector ~α. We
then define the generalized Reed-Solomon codes as a mapping from Rk to Rn:
GRSn,k(~α,~v) = {(v0f(α0), ..., vif(αi), ..., vn−1f(αn−1)), f ∈ Rk[X])}.
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If A is a subring of R, then the subcode GRSn,k(~α, α
a)
⋂
An is an alternant code
over A.
7.1.2 The algorithm over a ring
Algorithm 4
Step 0: Given l the maximum number of elements of the output list and t,
compute parameters r, β, nLee:

















1 + 2n(k − 1)Nt(r)
⌋
end
Set r = r − 1
β(r) =
⌊√
1 + 2n(k − 1)Nt(r)
⌋
nLee = nt− β
r
Step 1: Find a (1, k − 1)-degree weighted bivariate polynomial Q(X, Y ) of
R[X,Y ] less than β such that, for all u in A, all coefficients of total degree less
than r(t− dLee(u, yi)) of Q(X + αi, Y + uvi ) are equal to zero.
Step 2: Find all the polynomials f in Rk−1[X] such that Y − f(X) is a factor
of Q and, if dLee(cf , y) ≤ nLee, include f in the list output.
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Proof. All the proofs in Chapter 2 are easily extended to the ring case by
using Lemma 3, 4 and 5 of [9], which are the mirror lemmas of Lemma 4 and 5 in
[7], and of Lemma 2 in Chapter 2. ‡
7.2 Improved version of GS’s and Ido Tal’s algorithms over
Galois rings with an a-stage decoder
We build here on the Hamming metric two-stage decoder presented by Armand
in [15]. As seen previously, Ido Tal’s algorithm requires to impose one constraint
on Q for each error symbol pattern. Over a ring, this approach can only result
in a sub-efficient algorithm, as the number of constraints put on Q is increasing
with the square of the size of the alphabet. But as shown by Armand, by decoding
the projection of the message as an element of the image of the code over the
residue field, one can remove some ring errors associated with the zero divisors
of the ring. Therefore, a two-stage decoder has been developed in [15] over the
ring. The first stage decodes the projection of the message over the residue field
and in the second step, information from the first stage is extracted by a post
processor and used to correct further errors in the second stage. We generalize
this approach by suggesting an a-stage decoder of alternant codes over the Galois
rings GR(pa,m). At the ith step of our algorithm, we aim to decode the projection
of y over the ring GR(pi, a). As the received vector at this step has already been
partially corrected, we can design a GS’s or Ido Tal’s decoder, with a minimum
number of interpolation points, corresponding only to the error symbol patterns,
which have not been corrected yet.
For the sake of simplicity, we have preferred here an approach in which we avoid
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any post-processing of the message as in [15] (except the selection at each step of
one element in the list output: we do not assimilate it as post processing operation
as it can be done only by comparing the element of the list and the input of the
algorithm y (See Chapter 1, Section 2, the Nearest Codeword Decoding)). We only
make use of the information carried by the p-adic structure of the message.
This algorithm is presented for both Hamming and Lee distances and we eval-
uate its performance with regards to the p-adic weight of the error vector as intro-
duced in the first part. We can see the a elements of the p-adic decomposition of
the error as different errors added on successive layers of the message. We there-
fore remove these errors layer after layer. But contrary to the two-stage decoder
of Armand, the length of the input at each step is always equal to n. We present
further a Hamming version, which is an extension of the two-stage decoder.
7.2.1 The a stage decoder
In what follows x(i) ∈ F stands for the ith field element of the p-adic decomposition
of x. And also, to avoid any ambuiguities, +F and −F are the addition and
substraction laws over the field, whereas +R and −R are over the ring. At each
step of the decoding, we use the Lee (and Hamming, respectively) decoder Di
defined as:
We denote by D1 the Ido Tal’s algorithm (and a GS’s algorithm, respectively)
over F and for i > 1, Di is an Ido Tal’s algorithm (and a GS’s algorithm, respec-
tively) over GR(pi,m), which given, y =
i−1∑
k=0
pky(k) in GR(pi,m), is designed to
find any codewords c such that
1) for k in [0, i− 2], c(k) = y(k)
2) wLee,F (c




Input: ~y, ~alpha,~v ∈ (GR(pa,m))n, n, k.
Output: The list La of polynomials f of degree strictly less than k such that
wLee,p(cf , y) ≤ nLee (and wLee,p(cf , y) ≤ nHamming, respectively).
Set ~ytrans = ~y
For i from 1 to a, do
Feed the decoder Di with ~ytrans, φi(~v) and φi(~α).
From the elements of its list ouput Li, pick up the polynomials f such that:
1)If i > 1, for all j in [1, i− 1], φj(f) belongs to Lj
2)wLee,F (c
′
f (i−1)−F y′(i−1)) ≤ nLee (and wHamming,F (c′f (i−1)−F y′(i−1)) ≤
nHamming, respectively).
Include them in Li.
Set ei−1 = y′(i− 1)− (cf )′(i− 1) with f the best candidate in Li.






Return the output list La.
7.2.2 Correctness and performance of the algorithm
Theorem 3 Given an alternant code over GR(pa,m), the improved version of the
ring algorithm decodes all errors of a-adic Lee weight less than nLee (and of a-
adic Hamming weight less than nHamming, respectively), with nLee (and nHamming,
respectively) being the decoding capacity of Ido Tal’s (and GS’s, respectively) algo-
rithms over the field F = GF (pm).
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trans. Di is obtained by computing Q such that for all u




(and of singularity of order r at the point (αi,
(ytrans)j
Φi(vj)
) respectively). The number
of Lee errors corrected by Di is clearly equal to nLee (and nHamming respectively),
as the number of constraints put on Q is the same as in the field case (as shown in
the ring case in [9]). In the case of the Lee distance (we let the reader adapt this
proof to the case of the Hamming distance), we prove by induction the following
hypothesis.
At the ith step, if wLee,p,i(φi(cf )− φi(y)) ≤ nLee , φi(fc) is included in Li.
For i = 0, as wLee,p,0 = wLee,F , it is clear.
We suppose it is verified at the ith step: y is such that wLee,p,i+1(φi+1(cf ) −
φi+1(y)) ≤ nLee, which leads to wLee,p,i(φi(cf ) − φi(y)) ≤ nLee. Therefore by








pi−1y(i) with y(i) = (ci)(i) +F ei. With our definition of the decoder Di and as by
hypothesis, wLee,F (y
(i) − ci) ≤ nLee, φi+1(f) is included in Li+1. ‡
7.3 Discussion about the selection of the message
We assume here that the decoding is successful if each projection f ′i of the original
mesage f is present in the list output of our ith field decoder. But in fact, many
options are available to pick up the right message over the ring. One solution is
to pick up only one message from each of the list obtained over the residue field,
which leads to an unique message over the ring. The output at the end of each
step is just one sequence (the post-processing of the list could be just based on a
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Nearest Codeword Decoding approach, which is easy to implement). Otherwise,
we can also compute all the possible ring messages from the elements of the output
lists over the field, which leads to a list of messages, and then choose one in the
list. This second approach may be preferable as some external information about
the ring element can be used (for example, one can take the closest ring element
with regards to the ring Lee distance over the ring rather than in regards to its
Lee or Hamming p-adic weight).
7.4 Number of codewords corrected by fixed length multi-
stage algorithm
7.4.1 In the case of the Lee distance
The reader may refer to Chapter 8, which is dedicated to the calculation of the
number of error patterns corrected by our algorithm.
7.4.2 In the case of the Hamming distance
We can see the message over GR(pa,m) as a different vectors over GF (pm) corre-
sponding to its p-adic expansion. From Theorem 3, it is clear that our algorithm
can correct the sequence if to each of these vectors, an error pattern of weight less
than nHamming is added. The total number of errors Ncorrectederrors we can correct









7.5 Analysis of the performance of the algorithm for the
decoding of a QAM modulated signal
Byrnes has also in [3] given a Lee metric decoder of alternant code over a ring.
However, this algorithm is an extension of the Roth and Siegel’s algorithm, which
is only relevant in the study of codes with very high rates. A comparison with Ido
Tal’s algorithm is therefore not so relevant as our algorithm is efficient for low rate
codes.
Therefore, we choose to compare this algorithm with its Hamming counterpart,
the GS’s algorithm for the decoding of an alternant code, when the message is
conveyed with a QAM modulation and with an AWGN noise being added to the
signal. In this case, it happens that the Lee p-adic weight of the error vector is an
appropriate model of how the vector error is added to the signal. The reader can
check in chapter 4 how we compute the word error probability in this case.
As in the case of the QPSK modulation, Ido Tal’s algorithm appears more
efficient for low rate codes than their Hamming counterparts. We give here the
computation of the word error probability in the case of 16-QAM modulation, for
alternant code of length 15 over the ring GR(4, 2), of dimension 4 and designed
distance 10. The results of fig.7.1. show clearly the superiority of the improved Ido
Tal’s ring algorithm for a low rate code. But as we increase the rate (See fig.7.2),
by taking an alternant code of dimension 8 and designed distance 6, Armand’s two
stage decoder (which is equivalent to the multi-stage decoder with variable length
input and a = 2) and the multi-stage of GS’s algorithm with fixed length input
perform better than Ido Tal’s multistage decoding.
Remark: We can build a decoder over the vector space GF (pm)a, which en-
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of the different algorithms to decode an alternant code over
GR(4, 2) (subring of GR(4, 4)) of length 15, dimension 4 and designed distance 10).
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of the different algorithms to decode an alternant code over
GR(4, 2) (subring of GR(4, 4)) of length 15, dimension 8 and designed distance 6).
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codes and decodes separately the a vectors with a independent Ido Tal or GS’s
algorithms. Its error correction capabilities and word error probability are identical
to our a-stage decoder with fixed length. But our a-stage decoder is still superior
for at least two reasons. Firstly, the list output size of the first algorithm is upper
bounded by La (L for each list which leads to La possible sequence of length a with
elements picked out from the lists) with L being the list output size of the decoder
over the field whereas the a-stage decoder has a list output size of L. In addition,
it has been proven in [9] that the probability of picking the wrong codeword is less
with a decoder over a ring. And secondly, the number of codewords of our ring
decoder is greater than the number of codewords of this field decoder.
7.6 Presentation of the Hamming metric multistage algo-
rithm with a decreasing input length
We present here the algorithm, which is the extension of the two-stage decoder
proposed by Armand in an a-stage decoder. The difference with the previous
algorithm is that by using some external information about the codewords made
available to the decoder, we erase at each step the coordinates of the input message
for which an error has been detected. By doing so, we decrease the length of the
input at each step and we increase the error-correction capability of the code.
7.6.1 Presentation of the algorithm
We introduce further notations. For u ∈ R, let θ(u) := min{i : a /∈ KiR, 0 ≤






with u(i) 6= 0. Trivially, there are (q − 1)qa−i−1 such
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elements. For v ∈ Rn, we call (ν(0)(v), ν(1)(v), . . . , ν(a−1)(v)) the ν-sequence of v
where ν(i)(v) = |{j : θ(vj) = i, 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1}|. Clearly, dH(v,0) = ∑a−1i=0 ν(i)(v),
since θ(0) = 0. Finally, for z ∈ Z, let ϕ(z) = z −
√
(n− d)z.
At each step of the decoding, we use the Lee (and Hamming, respectively)
decoder Di defined as follows.
D′1 is a GS’s algorithm over F and for i > 1, D
′
i is a GS’s algorithm over
GR(pi,m), which, given n′ of the n coordinates of y =
i−1∑
k=0
pky(k) in GR(pi,m), is
designed to find any codewords c such that
1) for k in [0, i− 2], c(k) = y(k)
2) dHamming,R(c
(i), y(i)) ≤ ϕ(n′) + n− n′.
The decoder may use some external information about the codewords.
Algorithm 6
Input: ~y, ~alpha,~v ∈ (GR(pa,m))n, n, k
Output: a list La of polynomials f of degree strictly less than k, which under
certain conditions about the weigth and the p-adic distribution of the error pattern
contains the codeword cf .
Set ~ytrans = ~y and n
′ = length(~ytrans)
For i from 1 to a, do
Feed the decoder D′i with ~ytrans of length n
′ and the corresponding coordinates
of φi(~v) and φi(~α).
From the elements of its list ouput Li, pick up the polynomials f such that:
1)If i > 1, for all j in [1, i− 1], φj(f) belongs to Lj
2)dHamming,R(c
(i), y(i)) ≤ ϕ(n′) + n− n′.
Include them in Li.
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Select the best candidate from the list. Erasing the coordinates of y for which
an error has been detected and by taking it modulo pi+1, we obtain a new ytrans and
n′.
end do
Return the output list La.
7.6.2 Number of errors corrected
Given an error pattern of Hamming weight e and of length n, we view each value
of the coordinates of its ν-sequence as the number of balls displayed among several
boxes. In total, e balls are displayed among a different boxes. An error vector
e, with associated ν-sequence (ν0, . . . , νa−1), is correctable if νi < ϕ(n−∑i−1i′=0 νi′)
for 0 ≤ i < a. We stress that n −∑i−1i′=0 νi′ is the length of the input of the GS
decoder at the ith step. We study how to distribute the e balls among the a boxes
to construct by induction a correctable error pattern. Clearly, one way to do is to
put e0 balls with e0 less than ϕ(n) in the first box and to construct a correctable
error pattern of weight e − e0, of length n − e0 to be ditributed among a − 1
boxes. In terms of the number of correctable errors, given the number N
(0,i−1)
n−w (u)
of correctable error patterns of (Hamming) weight u of length n−w+ u for which
the u errors are distributed among i boxes, it can thus be induced that this number
is equal to the sum over j, with 0 ≤ j ≤ u, of the number of correctable errors
pattern among i− 1 boxes, of weight j and length n− w + j with u− j balls put
in the first box and j in the others. To put u− j balls in the first box, means first











, with a(0) 6= 0. Thus, there are ((q−1)qi−1)u−j possible
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(u− j)-tuples. In addition, for the error pattern to be correctable, the number of
balls in the first box should be less than ϕ(n− w + u), as n− w + u corresponds







n− w + u
u− j
)
((q − 1)qi)u−jN (0,i−1)n−w (j)
with jmax(u) = min(ϕ(n − w + u), u), for 0 < i < a, 0 ≤ u ≤ w. N (0,a−1)n−w (w)
being the number of correctable error pattern of Hamming weight w and length n
is the number we aim to find. Therefore, w is a fixed parameter in the following
computations.
Let N (i) = (N
(0,i)
n−w(0), . . . , N
(0,i)
n−w(w)), a book-keeping device to store all the
N
(0,i)







((q − 1)qi−1)u−j, if u− jmax(u) ≤ j ≤ u;
0, otherwise.
Consequently, we have
N (i) = A(w,i)N (i−1) = A(w,i) . . . A(w,1)N (0)
and in particular,










(q − 1)u, if 0 ≤ u ≤ ϕ(n− w + u);
0, otherwise.
7.6.3 Results









Table 7.1: wT For BCH codes over Z2l of length 1024, rate 1/2, designed distance
116, and tGS = 58.
l-stage Two-stage





2 67 70 74 79 36% 36%
3 75 79 84 90 55% 32%
4 79 83 89 96 65% 29%
5 81 85 91 98 68% 27%
If we assume that the probability of occurrence of an error pattern depends only
on its weight, then wT = max{w : N (0,a−1)n−w (w)/Nw ≥ T} is the maximum number
of errors that the multi-stage decoder can correct with probability at least T .
To demonstrate the improvements in error-correction capability offered by our
multi-stage decoder over the two-stage decoder of [15], we compute wT for two
towers of extended narrow-sense BCH codes over Z2a of length 1024, code rates
1/4, 1/2 and 3/4, designed distances over GF (2) 214, 116 and 53 for 2 ≤ l ≤ 5,
w = 0.9999,w = 0.999,w = 0.99 and w = 0.9. In these cases, tGS = 9 and
respectively tGS = 14. The results are summarized in Table 7.1, Table 7.2 and
Table 7.3.
We have presented in this chapter two different multi-stage GS based algorithms
over rings suitable both for Lee and Hamming metric. By the use of its two stage
decoder, Armand was able to exceed significantly the Guruswami-Sudan radius.
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Table 7.2: wT For BCH codes over Z2l of length 1024, rate 1/4, designed distance
214, and tGS = 112.
l-stage Two-stage





2 139 143 148 154 38% 38%
3 157 162 169 176 57% 32%
4 160 169 179 187 66% 28%
5 171 177 185 192 71% 27%
Table 7.3: wT For BCH codes over Z2l of length 1024, rate 3/4, designed distance
53, and tGS = 25.
l-stage Two-stage





2 26 27 29 33 32% 32%
3 28 30 33 37 48% 36%
4 29 32 35 39 56% 32%
5 30 32 36 40 60% 32%
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The last multi-stage algorithm over a ring yiels even more significant results up to
60%, if we accept to correct only a certain fraction of the errors (0.9) for example.
These algorithms over rings are promising and more research could be pursued
to find an application to such efficient algorithms, for example as shown here for
the decoding of QAM modulated signal. As usual, the Lee metric version would




A recursive approach to evaluate the
number of sequences corrected by our
algorithm
Our improved ring algorithm can correct all errors of p-adic Lee weight less
than nLee with nLee being the error capability of the code over the residue field
of the ring. We would like to express the result in terms of Lee distance over
the ring. The problem could be put this way: what is the number Nn,q,nLee(L)
of error vectors of ring Lee weight equal to L, which are of Lee p-adic weight
less than nLee? The method we provide here is very close to the one used to
compute the word error probability in Chapter 4. It is a recursive method, based
on an induction relationship between the number of sequences of length n and the
numbers of sequences of length n− 1. Thereafter, this relationship is transformed
into a relationship between vectors and it can be solved by raising a certain matrix
to the power n (length of the code) and by multiplying it by an initilization matrix,
which corresponds to the case n = 1. In the first part, we compute the number
NLee,n,q(L) of codewords of Lee weight L and of length n over an alphabet of size q
(either a ring or a field). In the literature, a formula for NLee,q,n(L) was only given
for 0 ≤ L ≤ (q + 1)/2 in [18].
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8.1 Evaluation of the number NLee,q,n(L) of words of length
n of Lee weight equal to L over an alphabet of size q














Here, NLee,<,q,n(L) stands for the number of words of Lee weight strictly less than L.
We suggest here a recursive way to calculate NLee,q,n(L) in the case L ≥ (q+1)/2.
By definition, the Lee weight of a vector is equal to the sum of the Lee weight of
the symbol on the first position and of the vector which contains the n − 1 other
coordinates. If the vector of length n has a Lee weight of L, the Lee weight of the










with sLee,q(i) to denote the number of symbols of Lee weight i over the alphabet
of size q, defined as
sLee,q(i) =

1, if i = 0;




We denote now by ~Vq,n(L) the vector of length L+1, ~Vq,n = (NLee,q,n(0), NLee,q,n(1), . . . , NLee,q,n(L))
t,
(~vt is the transposed vector of ~v). The induction relationship becomes a vectorized
relationship:
~Vq,n =Mq,L × ~Vq,n
where Mq,L is a matrix in ML+1,L+1 defined as follows:
Mq,L(i, j) =








or writing it completely:
Mq,L =

sLee,q(0) 0 . . . . . . . . . 0
...
















. . . . . .
...
. . . 0





) . . . sLee,q(0)

.
Proof. To prove it, we calculate the ith coordinate of the result of the prod-















This induction is easy to solve asMq,L does not depend on n. We have therefore
~Vq,n = (Mq,L)
n−1 × ~Vq,1





] and 0 elsewhere.
We stress that this computation can only be done with L ≥ (q+1)
2
, as if L <
(q+1)
2
, the symbol of Lee weight more than L will not be taken into account in the
calculation. However, the computation provides ~Vq,n which contains the values of
NLee,n,q(i) for all the i ≤ L, and NLee,<,q,n(i) is derived as the cumulative sum of
the NLee,q,j for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1.
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This method is now generalized to evaluate the number of error patterns that
our ring decoder can correct. The induction relationship we find in this case is
more complex: its depends on at least two variables, the Lee weight over the ring
and the p-adic weights. Therefore, the vector ~Vq,n is replaced by a matrix, whose
coefficient (i, j) is associated to the number of sequences with a Lee ring weight of
i and a p-adic weight of j, and the multiplication by the matrix Mq,L is replaced
by one multiplication on the left by a first matrix and on a multiplication by the
right by a second matrix. Let us enter now more into the details. We first present
the case in which only the first p-adic weight of the vectors is considered, and
thereafter we extend the results for all the Lee p-adic weights of the vector.
8.2 Evaluation of the naive Lee metric decoder
Armand in [15] has developed what he has called himself a “naive” Hamming metric
decoder of GRS codes (because its complexity is too high to make it effective: an
improvement of it in [15] includes a post-processing treatment of the message and
an additional decoding step), which when adapted to the Lee metric would be
able to correct all the codewords of 1st p-adic Lee weight less than nLee, with nLee
being the error correction capability over the residue field. Therefore, the following
calculations can be seen as an evaluation of a “naive” Lee metric decoder.
N ′n,q,i,j denotes the number of codewords with a Lee weight exactly equal to i
over the ring and whose projection over the residue field is of Lee weight exactly









We call the matrix M1,q,n (the 1 comes from the fact that only the first element





q,n,0,1 . . . N
′





q,n,1,1 . . . N
′












q,n,i,1 . . . N
′











q,n,N,1 . . . N
′




and as before, with the condition nLee ≤ q2 and N ≤ q
m
2






with Li,q,N (L for left) and Ri,q,nLee (R for right) defined as follows
Li,q,N(k, j) =
 1, if k = wR,Lee(i) + j;
0, otherwise.
with wR,Lee(i) = min(q
m − i, i) and
Ri,q,nLee(k, j) =
 1, if j = k + wF,Lee(i);
0, otherwise.
Li,q,N (and Ri,q,nF,Lee respectively) is the matrix with 1 on the wLee,R(i)
th lower
diagonal (1 on the wF,Lee(i)
th upper diagonal respectively) and 0 otherwise, whose
effect on the matrix M1,q,n is to shift its k
th line (and its kth column respec-
tively) to the (k + wLee,R(i))
th (and (k − wF,Lee(i))th respectively) position, which
means: (Li,q,N ×M1,n,q)(j, k) = M1,n,q(j − wLee,R(i), k) (respectively (Ri,q,nF,Lee ×
M1,q,n)(j, k) =M1,q,n(j, k−wF,Lee(i))). We note that the matrices Li,q,N and Ri,q,N
are independant of n. M1,q,n is obtained by computing the matrix multiplications
n− 1 times on the initialization matrix M1,q,1.
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Now, we generalize this computation for a Galois ring GR(pa,m) to find the
sequences of ring Lee weight less than N and p-adic Lee weight less than nLee.
8.3 Evaluation of the number of errors of Lee weight equal
to N over the alphabet of size q which can be corrected
by the Lee metric multi-stage algorithm
As before, we would like to introduce Ma,q,n(N, [nLee,0, nLee,1, . . . , nLee,m]) to de-
note the number of words of length n with a Lee weight over the ring equal to
N , and whose ith p-adic element has a Lee weight over the field exactly equal
to nLee,i. But instead of considering [nLee,0, nLee,1, . . . , nLee,m] as a vector, we
choose to consider it as a number NLee equal to nLee,0 + nLee,1× (nLee + 1) + . . .+
nLee,m× (nLee+1)m−1: as nLee,i belongs to [0, nLee] and by unicity of the nLee+1-
decomposition of a number in [0, (nLee+1)
m−1], the two representations are equiv-
alent . Ma,q,n(N, [nLee,0, nLee,1, . . . , nLee,m]) is therefore denoted byMa,q,n(N,NLee).
For i in [0, (nLee+1)





we denote by i(j) the jth element of its decomposition. We also define for i in
[0, q − 1], its total Lee field weight as wtot,Lee(i) =
a−1∑
j=0
min(i(j), q − i(j))(nLee + 1)j.




Li,q,N ×Ma,q,n−1 ×Ri,q,nLee .
The definition for Li,q,N and for Ri,q,nLee are given by:
Ri,q,nHam(k, j) =
 1, if j = k + wtot,Ham(i);
0, otherwise.
Li,q,N(k, j) =
 1, if k = wR,Lee(i) + j;
0, otherwise.
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As before as the matrices L and R are independent of n, Ma,q,n is obtained by
multiplying n−1 timesMa,q,1 on the left and on the right by the different matrices
L and R, respectively.
We have found a way to calculate the number of codewords corrected by our
algorithm. However, in the case of the ring algorithm, the size of the matrix
N × (nF,Lee)m is often quite big. That is why we have developped another way
of evaluating the fraction of corrected errors, by using a statistical method, which
appears appropriate in our case as what we need is an evaluation of the fraction
of corrected errors more than a precise figure.
Remark: Through the previous calculations, we have evaluated the number of
errors corrected by decoder when the codeword 0 is sent and the error vector e
is received. But as the code is linear, if the decoder can decode e, it can also
decode c+ e for any codewords c of our code, as the error vector is added with the
summation law over the ring.
8.4 Evaluation of the number of errors of Hamming weight
equal to N over the alphabet of size q which can be cor-
rected by the multi-stage algorithm with fixed length
nHam denotes here the number of errors that can be corrected by the GS algorithm
over the Galois fieldGF (pm). We introduce this timeNHam,a,q,N([nHam,0, nHam,1, . . . , nHam,m])
to denote the number of words of length N , and whose ith p-adic element has
a Hamming weight over the field exactly equal to nHam,i. As before instead
of considering [nHam,0, nHam,1, . . . , nHam,m] as a vector, we choose to consider it
as a number NHam equal to nHam,0 + nHam,1 × (nHam + 1) + . . . + nHam,m ×
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(nHam + 1)
m−1: as nHam,i belongs to [0, nHam] and by unicity of the nHam + 1-
decomposition of a number in [0, (nHam+1)
m−1], the two representations are equiv-
alent. NHam,a,q,N([nHam,0, nHam,1, . . . , nHam,m]) is therefore notedNHam,a,q,N(NHam).
For i in [0, (nHam+1)




1)j, we denote by i(j) the jth element of its decomposition. We also define for i in










i is the value of the first coordinate of the error vector.
With VHam,a,q,N being the vector of length (NHam+1)
a such that (VHam,a,q,N)i =
NHam,a,q,N(i), we have
VHam,a,q,N =MHam,a,qVHam,a,q,N−1
with MHam,a,q being a square matrix of size (NHam + 1)
a defined as follows:
MHam,a,q(k, j) =
 1, if j = k + wtot,Ham(i);
0, otherwise.
As before, VHam,a,q,N is obtained by multiplying (MHam,a,q)
N−1 by VHam,a,q,1. Fi-








We have thus found a way to calculate the number of codewords corrected by
our algorithm.
8.5 A statistical approach
We present the statistical background of our statistical analysis. We define a
notation: an estimater of a random variable X (obtained from an experience) is
denoted by Xˆ.
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The problem can be formulated as follows:
We consider the transmission of Ncodewords through the channel as an experi-
ment. An error vector has been added and our decoder has been able to recover
the right codewords for Nˆcorrected of them. The average of corrected codewords ob-
tained from this experience is then ˆmean = Nˆcorrected
Ncodewords
of codewords corrected. How
do we choose the number fthreshold ∈ [0, 1] to make sure that the exact mean has
99.9% of chance to be more than fthreshold ∈ [0, 1]. What is the 99.9% confidence
interval and how many Ncodewords shall we take to ensure the mean to be in this
interval?
Each codeword is modeled as a random variable Xi, whose value is given by the
result of the decoding process: 1 if the decoding is successful and 0 otherwise, with
respectively probabilities 1 − p and p. The total number of codewords corrected
Ncorrected is the sum of the independant random variables Xi of mean p for i in
[0, Ncodewords − 1], and is therefore of mean Ncorrected = Ncodewords × p. As the
size of the sample is big (more than 100), we know from the statistical theory
that we can treat Ncorrected as a gaussian random variable. Therefore, by linearity,
mean = Ncorrected
Ncodewords
is also a Gaussian random variable of mean p. An estimater
of the mean is provided by ˆmean = Nˆcorrected
Ncodewords
. As the variance of Ncorrected is
unknown, an estimater of the variance S of mean is provided by:
Sˆ =
Nˆcorrected × (1− ˆmean)
(Ncodewords − 1)
Then, as the number Ncodewords is big (more than 100), we can assume that T =
mean−p
Sˆ
have a Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and variance 1. Therefore, we can
read in the table and find the coefficient tα
2
such that:
P ( ˆmean− Sˆ × tα
2
< p < ˆmean+ Sˆ × tα
2
) = 1− α
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In our case, we choose α = 0.001. The corresponding tα
2
for a Gaussian distribution
is 3.29. In our experiment, we state that more than fthreshold of the codewords of
weightN are corrected if for at least one experiment, the fraction of errors corrected
has been more than fthreshold + Sˆ × tα
2




Ido Tal’s algorithm: A hard or a
soft-decoding algorithm?
Normally, soft-decision decoding are independent of the distance and Ido Tal’s
algorithm seems to be clearly a Lee metric hard-decoding algorithm. But the
comparision between Ido Tal’s algorithm and the soft-decoding algorithm proposed
by Koetter and Vardy in [16], shows that in some cases the two algorithms are
identical. This result gives a new understanding of the nature of the Lee distance:
the Lee metric decoding could be considered as an intermediary decoding between
Hamming hard-decoding and soft-decoding.
9.1 Ido Tal as a Lee metric hard-decoding algorithm
In the previous chapters, we have studied the impact of modulation on our Lee
metric decoding. Ido Tal’s algorithm was used as a hard-decoding algorithm. We
had assumed that, at the output of the channel, a maximimum likehood decoder
determines for each symbol the most probable symbol transmitted (this decoder
maximizes the quantity P (xi/yj) for i in [1, q] with yj being the received signal,
over the different values xi of the symbol). It could be considered as hard-decoding
as the information available about the channel is used to recover the symbols, but
not the codewords. The symbols are transmitted to the error-correcting decoder,
which recovers the message.
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9.2 Soft-decoding: independent of the distance used
In a soft-decoding approach, the available information about the channel is treated
to compute directly the most probable codeword, i.e to maximize P (~c/~y) over all
the codewords ~c with ~y being the received signal from the decoder. Obviously, with
this definition, the decoder is independant of the distance used: instead of looking
for the closest codeword in terms of a distance, as hard-decoders do, we look for
it in terms of probabilities, which plays in this case the role of the Hamming or
Lee distance for hard-decoding algorithms. It seems therefore not very relevant
to study a Lee metric soft-decoding. However, we study here the soft-decoding
algorithm proposed by Koetter and Vardy. Their structures are very close to Ido
Tal’s algorithm and we show that under certain conditions, Ido Tal’s algorithm
can be considered as a specific instance of the Koetter-Vardy (KV)’s decoder.
9.3 Koetter and Vardy’s soft-decoding algorithm
The only difference between Ido Tal and Guruswami-Sudan algorithms lies in the
choice of the interpolation points (with their multiplicities) of the bivariate poly-
nomial Q. Koetter and Vardy’s algorithm also differs from Guruswami-Sudan
algorithm in this way: the singularities of Q are chosen with regards to a matrix
which contains the available information about the channel, the reliability matrix.
But before describing this algorithm in more details, we need to introduce some
new notations.
With the elements of F ordered as x1, .., xq, Π is the reliability matrix q × n,
whose coefficient pi(i,j) is the probability P (xi/yj), that the sent symbol is xi if yj
has been received. Given a multiplicity matrix M = (mi,j)(i,j) of size q × n, the
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bivariate polynomial Q associated to M is the polynomial Q of singularity mi,j at
the point (αj, xi) (αj as defined in Chapter 1).
The core contribution of Koetter and Vardy is a method to convert the posterior
probabilities derived from a channel output into a choice of interpolation points
and of their multiplicities. One main assumption made by Koetter and Vardy is
that the probability of receiving the vector (c1, . . . , cn) is given by the product∏n
j=1 picj ,j. This choice of the product distribution is suboptimal as it reflects
precisely all the available information to the decoder. With this hypothesis, the
reliability matrix is computed as follows:
Algorithm 7
Input: Reliability matrix Π and a positive integer s, indicating the total number
of interpolation points.
Output: Multiplicity matrix M
Initialization step: Set Π∗ = Π and M = all − zero matrix
for w=1 to w = s do




and mi,j = mi,j + 1.
end do
9.4 Ido Tal: A Koetter-Vardy decoder over an AWGN
PSK channel
We can also introduce the multiplicity matrix to define Ido Tal’s algorithm, whose
coefficients are given by mi,j = r × (t − dLee(xi, yj)). It is obvious that if two
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Guruswami-Sudan algorithms have the same multiplicity matrix, then the two
algorithms are identical. And it appears, that for certain value of s and Π, Ido
Tal’s and Koetter and Vardy’s algorithms share the same multiplicity matrix.
Let us consider a PSK modulation over an AWGN channel: we have observed
that if the number of interpolation points s is chosen equal to n × r × t2, then
Koetter and Vardy’s algorithm and Ido Tal algorithm with parameters (n, r, t)
have the same multiplicity matrix, which means that they are identical. We give
here one example.
Example 5 We take y = [2210232], r = 2, t = 2, n = 7 and q = 4, both the
multiplicity matrixes in Ido tal’s and in Koetter and Vardy’s are given by:
M =

4 4 2 0 4 2 4
2 2 0 2 2 4 2
0 0 2 4 0 2 0
2 2 4 2 2 0 2

.
Unfortunetely, we are not able to prove this assertion (the definitions of the two
algorithms are very different and make the proof difficult). This result is very in-
terresting as it shows that Ido Tal’s algorithm can be considered as a soft-decoding
algorithm in some special cases. Morever, it gives us a new interpretation of the
Lee distance, and proves that by the choice of the Lee metric, some assumption




Many topics about the Lee metric coding theory have been addressed in the
previous chapters. There have been news algorithms in Chapters 2, 3, 6 and 7,
some general theoritical results about the Lee distance in Chapters 2, 4 and 8
(and less significantly in Chapter 3 and 6) and some comparisons between Lee
metric and Hamming metric decoding algorithms in Chapters 5, 7 and 9. We take
opportunity of this last chapter to recall what are for us the main results and
conclusions of this thesis.
10.1 Theoritical results about the Lee metric
Hammming metric codes are commonly used and well known as most of the re-
search in coding theory is done with Hamming metric codes. We have consequently
worked on adapting some of these concepts in a Lee metric environnement. We
recall here some of these results.
-New proofs of Ido Tal’s algorithm (Chapter 2 and Lemma 3 and 4)
-An interresting Lee metric propertie of the element of Lee weight 1 (Chapter
3, Proposition 1)
-The computation of the word error probability of Lee metric codes (Chapter
4). This is absolutly necessary to study the efficiency of Lee metric codes over
modulated channels.
-An evaluation of the number of codewords with a certain Lee metric distri-
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bution in Chapter 8. The results in this chapter can be very helpful for anyone
working with Lee metric. Three different ways of computing the number of code-
words corrected by three different algorithms are provided, providing solutions for
many Lee metric problems.
10.2 The different algorithms presented in the thesis
We list the different algorithms introduced through this thesis and we give roughly
their characteristics.
-Ido Tal’s algorithm: we show in Chapter 5 that this algorithmn is a good
Lee metric decoder for low rate codes. Comparing to its Hamming counterpart,
it turns to be more effective in the decoding of QPSK and 8-PSK low rate coded
modulated signals.
-Improved Ido Tal’s algorithm for fields of characteritics 2: by exploiting a Lee
metric propertie, we have designed in Chapter 3 a different Lee metric GS based
decoder with a decreased complexity. But its error correction capability is variable
and assymetrical, which makes it not so easy to use.
-Improved Ido Tal’s algorithm for codes over large alphabet: in Chapter 6, we
have presented an algorithm over large alphabets. Ido Tal’s algorithm is effective
for small alphabets, but by using a bijection between small and larges alphabets, we
can extend the error correction capability of Ido Tal’s algorithm for large alphabet.
Once again, it is difficult to estimate the efficiency of this algorithm.
-Hamming and Lee metric multistage algorithms over a ring: these algorithms
appears to be very effcient. They are designed for both Lee and Hamming metric
and two versions are given (one in which at each stage, the input of the decoder
has the same length, and a second one for which the input has a variable length).
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The second one appears more effective. With these algorithms, we can exceed the
GS radius up to 60%. They are very promising algorithms.
10.3 Conclusion
More research should be done to find an application of Lee metric codes over fields
and rings. In Chapter 9, we have shown that Ido Tal’s algorithm may be considered
as a Hamming metric soft decoder for a PSK modulated signal. This points out
that Lee metric codes can be very efficient in some practical cases: for example,
with the EDGE technology based on an 8-PSK modulation, should we not consider
using some Lee metric decoders?
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APPENDIX: SOME USEFUL DEFINITIONS
We recall here some basic definitions.
Group
A group (G,.) is a nonempty set G together with a binary operation (.) on G
such that the following conditions hold:
(i) Closure: For all a, b ∈ G, the element a.b is a uniquely defined element of
G.
(ii) Associativity: For all a, b, c ∈ G, we have a.(b.c) = (a.b).c
(iii) Identity: There exists an identity element e ∈ G such that e.a = a and
a.e = a for a ∈ G.
(iv) Inverses: For each a ∈ G there exists an inverse element a−1 ∈ G such that
a.a−1 = e and a−1.a = e. We will usually simply write ab for the product a.b.
Ring
Let R be a set on which two binary operations are defined, called addition
and multiplication, and denoted by (+) and (.) respectively. Then R is called a
commutative ring with respect to these operations if the following properties hold:
(i) Closure: If a, b ∈ R, then the sum a + b and the product a.b are uniquely
defined and belong to R.
(ii) Associative laws: For all a, b, c ∈ R, a+ (b+ c) = (a+ b) + c and a.(b.c) =
(a.b).c
(iii) Commutative laws: For all a, b ∈ R, a+ b = b+ a and a.b = b.a.
(iv) Distributive laws: For all a, b, c ∈ R, a.(b + c) = a.b + a.c and (a + b).c =
a.c+ b.c.
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(v) Additive identity: The set R contains an additive identity element, denoted
by 0, such that for all a ∈ R, a+ 0 = a and 0 + a = a.
(vi) Additive inverses: For each a ∈ R, the equations a+ x = 0 and x+ a = 0
have a solution x ∈ R, called the additive inverse of a, and denoted by −a. The
commutative ring R is called a commutative ring with identity if it contains an
element 1, assumed to be different from 0, such that for all a ∈ R, a.1 = a and
1.a = a. In this case, 1 is called a multiplicative identity element or, more generally,
simply an identity element. As with groups, we will use juxtaposition to indicate
multiplication, so that we will write ab instead of a.b.
Field
A field is a ring, such that for any a that is not equal to 0, there is an element
b that is inverse to a with respect to multiplication: ab=1.
Distance
Formally, a metric space M is a set of points with an associated distance
function d defined over M ×M and whose outputs are positive and real numbers.
For all x, y, z ∈M , this function d is required to satisfy the following conditions:
1. d(x, y) ≥ 0
2. d(x, x) = 0
3. if d(x, y) = 0 then x = y (identity of indiscernibles)
4. d(x, y) = d(y, x) (symmetry)
5. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) (triangle inequality)
Bijection
A function is bijective or a bijection or a one-to-one correspondence if it is both
injective (no two values map to the same value) and surjective (for every element
of the codomain there is some element of the domain which maps to it) that is,
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there is exactly one element of the domain which maps to each element of the
codomain.
For a general bijection f from the set A to the set B, there exists an inverse
function f ′ such that:
f’(f(a)) = a where a is in A and f(f’(b)) = b where b is in B.
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